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PREFACE
Cold-·formed channels and Z-shapes are widely used as pur-
lins supporting roof surfaces which consist of light-gage steel
panels or other material. If the panels are interconnected to
form diaphragms, they brace the purlins and increase their carry-
ing capcity sizeably. It is the purpose of this investigation
to explore this bracing effect and provide tools for its utili-
zation in~design.
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professors
George Winter and Teoman Pekoz, Project Directors. Their sug-
gestions, criticism and guidance made this work possible.
The research project covered by this report was sponsored
at Cornell University by the American Iron and Steel Institute.
The valuable cooperation of Dr. Albert L. Johnson, Senior Re-
search Engineer, American Iron and Steel Institute, Dr. J.
Scalzi, Chairman of the Research and Specifications Subcommittee,
Mr. T.J. McCabe, Chairman of Diaphragm Task Group and of the
entire sponsoring organization is gratefully acknowledged.
This report was originally a thesis presented to the Facul-
ty of the Graduate School of Cornell University as a partial re-
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ABSTRACT
The behavior of thin-walled cold formed channel and Z-
sections, braced on their upper flange by light-gage steel dia-
phragms under static loading is studied.
The objective of the study is to obtain mathematical solu-
tions, to verify these solutions by tests, and to derive design
formulations for the bending behavior of channel and Z-section
beams with verious boundary conditions.
This type of structural element is encountered as purlins
and girts to support the roof cover and siding of metal build-
ings.
The roof cover is connected to the upper flange of the pur-
lins and gives rise to the case of braced compression flange
when the system is under gravity loading. Similarly, for~the up-
lift caused by wind forces, the beam is braced on its tension
flange.
The bracing capability of the diaphragms is due to their
shear rigidity and/or due to the rotational restraints at the
beam diaphragm connection.
The effect of the shear rigidity as well as of the rotation-
al restraint on the load carrying capacity of the beams have
been investigated.
Since in some applications, the lower flange of the beam
which is not connected to the diaphragm is braced by X-bracings
xv
or sag rods, the additional effect of this discrete bracing is
also included in this study.
The differential equation of the diaphragm braced channel
and Z-section beams have been derived and a series solution has
been obtained by the Galerkin Method. Based on these studies, a
computer program is written for the determination of the yield
load of the beam. The program is capable of considering any de-
sired number of terms in the series solution and in many cases,
it is sufficient to use but a few terms of the series.
The computer program is sufficiently general to include the
effect of all geometric parameters. Using a single term solution
of the differential equation, design formulas for the yield mo-
ment are derived for the beams considered. The designer is
thus given the choice of using these simple formulas or the com-
puter program if he desires more accurate analysis.
Based on theoretical and experimental results, pertinent






Thin-walled cold-formed channel and Z-sections are widely
used as purl ins and girts due to their easy and economical fab-
rication and light weight. They are subjected to gravity and
wind loading transferred by roof covering or siding of the struc-
ture. A typical roof assembly is shown in Figure 1. Generally,
the cover or siding material is a light-gage steel diaphragm.
Since the channel and Z-section members are weak against torsion
and bending in the lateral direction, they should be braced in
order to use their bending capacity in their strong direction.
A diaphragm which is properly connected to purlin and girts
provides a firm bracing to the individual members, thereby in-
creasing their strength and/or stability. The result is an eco-
nomical engineering concept. It has been brought to the atten-
tion of the author by reliable sources that there have been re-
cent failures of roof structures due to improper design of the
purlins. The investigation reported here is aimed at obtaining
rational and theoretically sound approaches to the treatment of
diaphragm braced) thin-walled channel and Z-section beams which
are most commonly used as purlins. A critical review of the
previous investigations and the objective of the present study
are given in this chapter. Theoretical analysis, design consid-
2erations, and experimental programs are discussed in the follow-
ing chapters.
1.2 Previous Studies
Torsional-flexural behavior of thin-walled prismatic mem-
bers with open cross-sections has been studied by several inves-
tigators. Maillart introduced the concept of shear center in
1922 (35). Extending the ideas of Wagner and Kappus, in 1941 and
1942, Goodier (15,16) developed the differential equations for
stability of such sections under bending and eccentric thrust.
The most extensive investigation of the subject was performed
by Vlasov (35) He derived the differential equations for sta-
bility of thin-walled sections under general loading conditions.
He also suggested their solution by Galerkin's Method and pre-
sented some examples. Vlasov also treated the torsional bending
of thin-walled open sections. The concepts of bimoment and flex-
ural twist have been introduced by him. However, he did not con-
sider the coupling of flexural and torsional bending. Rather, he
treated them separately and superposed the resulting stresses.
The practical implications of his findings were discussed by K.
Z. Koscia (41).
Combined torsional-flexural bending has been investigated at
Cornell by Lansing (20) in 1949 and McCalley (24) in 1952.
McCalley has derived pertinent differential equations in non-
principal coordinates. He also studied the second order terms
in the longitudinal strain expression and found that under non-·
uniform torsion, the cross-section does not rotate about the
3shear center but about the "rotation center li which is defined
in his thesis. However, he has found that these second order
terms can be neglected for engineering purposes.
Patterson (26) has studied singly and doubly symmetrical
I-beams loaded parallel to the plane of symmetry'. He developed
expressions for the maximum angle of rotation ~o and for ~; to
be used in design. Dabrowski (10,11) has conducted similar stud-
ies using an energy method. He also investigated torsional-flex-
ural bending of beams under doubly eccentric thrust.
Torsional-flexural bending of channel beams braced by dis-
crete braces has been investigated by Winter, Lansing, and Mc-
Calley (37). They have presented a simple method to determine
the spacing and strength of bracing to counteract the twisting
tendency of such members. Zetlin and Winter (42) have given a
design method for Z-beams with and without lateral bracing under
unsymmetrical bending where there are no primary torsional loads
and the twisting of the beam is restricted so that the secondary
torsional moments can be neglected.
Beams and columns are often braced by other elements of the
construction. There is a large volume of research dealing with
the stability of discretely or continuously praced beams and
columns. Goodier studied the stability of a bar attached to a
flexible sheet which prevented the displacements in the plane of
the sheet. Vlasov presented the differential equations for the
stability of thin-walled beams, continuously braced by elastic
springs against displacement and rotation.
K. Kloppel and B. Unger (18) have studied the lateral buck-
4ling of a doubly symmetrical I beam whose compression flange is
braced by elastic springs against lateral and rotational move-
ments. They used the Runge-Kutta method for integration of the
differential equations.
Winter (38) also has studied the stability of braced mem-
bers. He has developed a method to obtain the lower limits of
the strength and rigidity of lateral bracing which provide
"full bracing ll of beams and columns. The term "full bracing"
means that the bracing is equivalent to an immovable lateral
support. Lar~on (21) extended Winter's analysis to shear type
lateral supporting media. In this case, the restraint is a
function of the slope of the member rather than the lateral de-
flection itself.
The behavior of shear diaphragms and diaphragm-braced col-
Pincus studied concentrically loaded
umns and beams have been investigated at Cornell
L. Luttrell (2~,23~ G. Pincus (31,32), S. Errera




columns symmetrically braced at both flanges by shear diaphragms.
Errera has derived the differential equations of diaphragm-
braced beams and columns from energy considerations. He pre-
sented solutions for (1) a column braced by a diaphragm on one
flange, (2) a column with enforced axis of rotation, and (3)
diaphragm-braced beams under uniform bending moment with hinged
and fixed boundary conditions. Errera has also considered the
stability behavior of diaphragm-braced beams and· columns in the
inelastic range. Apparao-extended the theory to initially im-
perfect beams and columns. He obtained solutions for (1) axial-
5ly loaded columns braced by girts, which in turn are braced by
diaphragms, with hinged (i.e. v :::: v" :::: U :::: u; :::: <P :::: <P" :::: 0) and
torsionally fixed but flexurally hinged (i.e. v :::: v" :::: U :::: u' ::::
~ :::: ~' :::: 0) boundary conditions, and (2) I, channel and Z-beams
with hinged or fixed ends, subjected to uniform bending moment
and braced by a shear diaphragm at one flange. Both cases in-
elude ideally perfect and initially imperfect situations. For
the imperfect case, either the beam may yield first, or the
diaphragm may fail. Diaphragm failure is defined as the condi-
tion when the shear strains exceed a limiting value determined
by test (5). Many tests on diaphragm-braced beams and columns
have been carried out by Pincus~ Errera and Apparao to verify
their computations.
These authors have utilized the shear rigidity of the dia-
phragm, but neglected the rotational restraint supplied by the
diaphragm bracing with the justification of being on the safe
side.
On the other hand, Pelikan (30) has performed full scale
tests on purlins braced by well-eternit deck and substantiated
the value of the rotational restraint of the diaphragm. Vogel
(36) has derived approximate formulas for the critical load of
a continuous purlin of doubly symmetrical I-section~ taking on-
ly the rotational restraint into consideration. He also de-
rived a simple formula for the required rotational restraint,
setting the critical lateral buckling load of purlin equal to
its flexural carrying capacity. If the existing rotational re-
straint provided by the diaphragm to the beam is larger than
6the one defined by Vogel, failure is not caused by instability
and the optimum strength of the beam is obtained.
In this study, both the shear rigidity and the rotational
rigidity of the diaphragm in bracing of channel and Z-purlins
have been cOnsidered.
1.3 Objective of this Stud~
1. Establish a theoretical basis for the design of dia-
phragm-braced thin-walled channel and Z-section beams.
2•. Obtain the solution to the differential equation of the
diaphragm-braced thin-walled beams.
3. Investigate the effect of various parameter~, computer-
izing the solutions obtained.
4. Obtain closed form and relatively simple design formulas.
5. Verify the theoretical findings by model and full-scale
tests.
The objectives are achieved as follows: In the second
chapter, the elastic theory for combined bending and torsion of
thin-walled beams with open cross sections is discussed. The
differential equations for diaphragm-braced channel and Z-beams
are presented and their solution is outlined. The derivation
of the general theory is given in Appendix A where, among others,
the works of Vlasov (35) and McCalley (24) have been used exten-
sively without specific reference. Derivation of the differen-
tial equations for diaphragm-braced beams and a detailed treat-
ment of their solution is presented in Appendices Band C re-
spectively. Appendix D describes an experimental procedure to
determine the rotational restraint of the diaphragm.
7The third chapter deals with numerical studies through com-
puters. The results are discussed qualitatively. The flow
chart of the computer program is given in Appendix E.
Some possibilities for design simplifications are described
in the fourth chapter.
Experiments are discussed in the fifth chapter.
Finally, ln the sixth chapter, the results are summarized




beams with open cross sections. Such beams warp when loaded,
and the corresponding stresses and deformations are of the same
order as the ones due to ordinary beaIn theory. Hence, a more ad-
vanced theory which considers warping is necessary.
2.2 Theory of Thin-Walled Open Section Beams
The theory for thin-walled beams is described in Appendix A.
Coordinate axes and the positive directions of the forces are
given on Figures 2 through 4. Equilibrium of an element in the
z-axis direction is shown on Figure 5.
The longitudinal stress as determined in Appendix A is:
= Edwo Ed 2u Ed 2v y Ed2~
°z -az- - dz2 x - dz 2 - dz 2 w
The last term is due to warping. The quantity w is called sec-
torial area or warping displacement. For channel and Z-sections,
w is shown in Figure 6.
The shear stress When there are no longitudinal tractions
along the surface and along the free edges of the beam is:
8
9(2.2)
where Q , Q , and Q are statical moments whose values depend
x y w
upon the coordinates of the point of the cross section where
the stress is sought. The last term represents stresses due to
warping. Warping stresses are assumed to be constant over the
thickness. Saint Venant shear stress, which is zero at mid-
thickness and varies linearly over the thickness is not includ-
ed above.
When the shear stresses are integrated over the cross sec-
tion, the component due to warping results in torsional moment
This is called flexural twist in
twist. The latter is
d 3¢
dz 3
distinction from Saint Venant
M = GK d¢
ts dz (2.4)
Thus, an external twist will be resisted by both warping and
St. Venant rigidities. The significance of the warping rigid-
ity increases as the wall thickness and the span length of the
beam decrease.
When the normal stresses are integrated to find the stress
resultants, the component due to warping has no contribution to
normal force or bending moments. However, the virtual work of
these normal stresses acting over the warping displacements
does not vanish. It is useful to introduce the following quan-
tity, called bimoment (35), to represent warping stresses in a
10
cross section.
B = AJ'aw dA = -EC d2~
w dz2
A system which has zero force and zero moment resultants
but has a bimoment is shown in Fig. 7a. It is intuitively
clear that such a force system will warp a thin-walled beam
with open cross section.
The external loads which do work along warping displace-
ments create external bimoments. For example, a longitudinal
force P acting at a point A (where wA is not zero) constitutes
a bimoment of PwA. A bimoment is always accompanied by warp--
ing and twisting of the beam or column. Hence, a concentrical-
ly loaded column of Z-section will twist in a continuous man-
ner due to the bimoments PW~ at the ends. On the other hand, a
column of channel section loaded concentrically will remain
straight until the buckling load because we = 0 for this case
(35,41) Some examples for loads causing bimoments in a member
are shown on Figures 7a through 7d. In summarYj both torsional
moments and external bimoments lead to warping of the cross-
section and twisting of the beam or column, producing warping
stresses.
Note that flexural twist is the derivative of the bimoment
as can be seen from Eqs. 2.3 and 2.5,
The differential equations of channel and Z-beams loaded
in a plane parallel to -the web are
11
2 "'l
EI d u + EI
dt:. v
= -M-~





= MY dz 2 -2 1)dz







The derivation of these equations is given in Appendix A. The
curvatures in Eq. 2.1 will be obtained by solving the differen-
tial equations for combined bending and torsion (20,24). The
and Me; are in the direction of the deflected
M
n
act at the centroid while MZ; is at the shear
can be expressed in terms of the moments M , M ,
x Y
and Mz in the direction of undeformed axes as follows










2.3 Theory of Diaphragm-Braced Beams
The behavior of diaphragm-braced beams depends on the
cross-sectional configuration of the beam and the type of the
loading. The main types of loading in a roof structure are
gravity loads and wind suction forces. They are transmitted
from diaphragm to the members by bearing for downward loading
and through the connectors for uplift loading.
If doubly symmetrical shapes such as I section or singly
symmetrical shapes such as ~~ or T are used in the diaphragm-
12
beam assembly) the loads act in the plane of symmetry. Thus,
the beam deflects 'only vertically without any rotation or la-
teral deflection until the bending capacity is reached or la-
teral instability occurs. This behavior will also be observed
for channel and Z-section beams, when the load plane passes
through the shear center and the load is applied parallel to
one of the principal axes. However, in the analyzed structure,
the loads do not act through the shear center in the case of
channels and are not in the direction of principal axes for Z-
sections. Hence, in addition to the vertical bending, these
sections rotate and deflect laterally with increasing load.
Evidently~ this is not a stability problem. It is rather a
problem of combined bending and torsion.
2.3.1 Diaphragm Bracing
Diaphragms usually consist of thin-walled corrugated or
orthotropic metal plates with open configuration. Because of
its orthotropic characteristics, one can assume that along the
corrugations, the axial stiffness is infinite~ but perpendicu-
lar to ,the corrugations, it is zero. Consequently, in the lat-
ter direction, no axial force and moments in the plane of the
diaphragm can be carried. The bracing capacity of a diaphragm
in its plane is then only due to the shear strength and shear
rigidity. When the beam where the bracing is attached deflects
sideways, the diaphragm undergoes shear deflections. Conse-
quently, shear forces arise in the diaphragm. The rate of
change in the shear force along the z-axis is equivalent to a
',' .
distributed load acting on the upper flange of the beam. This
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distributed load restrains the deflection of the beam in the
plane of the diaphragm bracing. Previous research at Cornell
University indicates that this model is adequate to describe
the behavior of diaphragm-braced members within engineering
accuracy. The shear forces in the diaphragm, and the lateral
bracing force between the diaphragm and the beam are shown on
Figure 8.
It should be noted that shear type deflection of the dia-
phragm is not due only to actual shear strains in the material.
Cross-sectional deformations of the diaphragm and deflections
at the fasteners generally 'contribute the larger P9rtion of
the macroscopic shear deformations. Hence, shear rigidity de-
pends on several factors, such as cross_sectional configuration,
the length of the diaphragm along the corrugations, and materi-
al thickness, fastener type and spacing, etc. Research is in
progress (12) to predict the shear rigidity Q of a given dia-
phragm analytically. But for the time being, no established
analytical formulation is available; therefore, Q must be de-
termined experimentally (22,23).
In addition to shear rigidity) the diaphragm has a cross-
bending stiffness along its corrugations. This may provide
rotational bracing to the members. The rotation of the dia-
phragm and the purlins are sketched on Figure 9. Three types
of deformation are possible:
(1) Rotation ¢b caused by beam type deflection of the
diaphragm.
(2) Rotation ¢fl caused by deformation of the flange with
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respect to the web,
(3) Rotation ¢dia caused by local deformation at the con-
nections of the diaphragm. The local rotation then consists of
the sum of ¢fl and ¢dia~ i.e. ~local = ¢fl + ¢dia. The total
rotation of the cross-section of the purlin is the sum of ¢b
and ¢localt The corresponding components of the rotational
rigidity F are designated as Fb and Flocal' Thus
Since the local deformations depend on the connection detail and
on the type of deck panel, it is proposed to find the correspond-
ing rotational restraint by a test. A possible test set-up is
discussed in Appendix D.
2.3.2 The Differential Equation
Previous investigations o£ diaphragm braced beams'considered
only either the shear rigidity Q(14,4) or only the rotational
stiffness F (36), and were generally confined to doubly or
singly symmetrical sections with the loading in the axis of
. symmetry. This research includes the effect of both of the
parameters at the same time.
The differential equations of diaphragm-braced I, channel
and Z-beams loaded in a plane parallel to the web are derived
in Appendix B. They are
(I I - I 2) 4E x Y xy d u Q
Ix dZ 4 -
(2.8a)
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( 2 • 8b )
where
Q = shear rigidity of the diaphragm
F = cross-bending rigidity of the diaphragm
eD = a positive number showing the vertical distance of the
diaphragm from the shear center (Figure 10)
Py = distributed load in the plane of the web (positive
for downward~ negative for uplift loading case)
a, e = positive numbers indicating respectively the horizon-
tal and vertical distances of the application point of
i.e. bending moment due to py
a = 0, thus the equations are homogeneous in-
p from the shear center (Figure 10)y
Mx = IIp y dZ 2 ,
For I beams I =
xy
dicating a stability problem. For channel sections I
xy = 0
but a ~ O~ whereas Z beams have I XY ~ 0 and a ~ O. Hence, Eqs.
2.8 remain nonhomogeneous for both channels and Z beams so that
stable deflections will arise continuously with increasing loads.





In the remainder of this study, primes will indicate differentia-
l;, except when otherwise specified.tion with respect to
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where e D = e is substituted assuming that the distance of the
bracing force Px and external load Py from the shear center is
the same.
The parameter Q influences both the lateral and rotational
stiffness of the beam-diaphragm assembly since the bracing forces
cause stabilizing torsional moments about the shear center. In
contrast, F increases only the torsional stiffness of the purlin.
Thus Q appears in both of the equations 2.9 while F is present
only in 2.9b.
The vertical deflection can be found from
4 p. I· 4
dV=:.L-_2X du~ EIx · Ix dz 4 (2.10)
2.3.3 Special Cases
For two limiting values of the shear stiffness Q, the coupled
equation system 2.9 can be reduced to one fourth order differen-
tial equation for ~.
2.3.3.1 No bracing, i.e. Q = 0
For this case
= [p a -y




x x . ]





E(IXIy - I xy )
u" is given byAfter ~ is found,
u" = (2.12)
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2.3.3.2 Rigid bracing~ i.e., Q = 00
For this case the displacements u and ~ are no longer
independent. Specifically~ uD = 0 gives




¢): e pyeL2~ =
I
PyL




I I -I 2
x y xy e2C' = C + - -
W W Ix (2.15)
2.3.4 Solu~ionof the Differential Equations
The differential equations are solved by the Galerkin
Method. The displacements u and ~ are represented by infinite
series of the form
00
u = I u X
n=l n n
00




where the functions X
n
and Zn satisfy the boundary conditions.
By the Galerkin Method the differential equations are converted











are constants which depend on beam dimen-
sions, boundary conditions, diaphragm stiffness, and load





are presented in Appendix C.
2.3.5 ~tress Calculations
The curvatures are us~d to compute stresses. The vertical
curvature is
(2.18)
using this equation, and assuming that there are no longitudi-
nal forces on the beam, Eq. 2.1 becomes
(2.19)





u il = L u X'
n=l n n
00




Coefficients un and <P
n
can be determined using Eqs. 2.17
b) No bracing, i.e., Q = 0
Here u il may be found from Eq. C. 22 (Appendix C) as a
function of 1\ and ¢. For a given number of terms in the
series solution, this will give better accuracy than Eq. 2.20a,
because the series for deflection converges more rapidly than
that for curvature.
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c) Rigid bracing, i.e., Q = 00
Since u:: = -eep!l, Eq. 2.19 becomes





w' = w - (x - -!l y)e (2.22)Ix
The curvature ep'1 is given by Eq. 2. 20b for both Q = 0 and
Q = 00.
CHAPTER III
PHYSICAL BEHAVIOR AND DISCUSSION OF
cm~PUTER SOLUTION
3.1 General
In general, channel and Z-section beams undergo lateral
displacement and rotation when loaded parallel to the plane of
the web. Diaphragm bracing which is connected to the upper
flange of the beams resists these deformations, thereby general-
ly increasing the yield load capacity of the purl ins and reduc-
ing their deflections. The evident but important consequence
of the above statement is that the effectiveness of the dia-
phragm depends on the deflection tendency of the upper flange
and rotation tendency of the cross-section. Detailed examples
illustrating this statement are presented in this chapter.
A computer program has been prepared on the basis of the
series solution of the differential equations for lipped and
plain channel and Z-section beams braced by diaphragms. This
program determines the incipient yield load, lateral deflec-
tion u and angle of rotation ¢ at midspan (for both yield load
and service loads) as well as stresses at the cross-section
where yielding starts. All plots and tables are based on
using three terms of the series solution for u and ~ each.
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Though the numerical results are given for hinged boundaries,
extension of the program to other boundary conditions should
not cause any basic difficulty. Both uplift and downward grav-
ity loads are investigated. The load is taken as uniformly
distributed.
The coupling of bending and torsion generally results in
a nonlinear relationship between the load and the stresses.
Hence, the yield load cannot be found directly, but only
through iteration. In the computer examples, the theoretical
failure is defined as the load resulting in a maximum stress
of 37.95 or 46 ksi. The value of 37.95 ksi as maximum stress
is obtained by applying a 15% overstressing to the basic yield
stress of 33 ksi. This overstressing factor was first proposed
in Ref. 37 where localized maximum stresses appeared at the
corners of the cross-section. This also has been observed by
the aut60r in unbraced"channel and Z-section beams or in braced
beams of relatively small Llh (length/depth) 'ratios, particular-
ly for uplift loading case. On the other hand, as the Llh
ratio increases, the stress distribution on the flange becomes
more and more uniform, since the main contribution to the
stress comes from the bending about the strong axis. In these
cases, an ov~rstressing is not justified. ThUS, in the latter
phases of'this investigation, where relatively large Llh ratios
were studied, the maximum stress was taken a~ 46·ksi without any
overstressing considerations. In the opinion of the author,
the designer should' be the one to decide whether or not he can
increase the maximum stress after checking the stress distribu-
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tion. Further considerations are discussed in Chapter IV in
connection with the determination of stress distribution.
The two important characteristics of diaph~agm bracing
are the shear rigidit~ Q and the rotational restraint F. Sep-
arate and combined effects of both of these parameters are in-
vestigated in this study. The studies also include the case
where both parameters vanish, namely, the unbraced case.
It should be noted that an extensive discussion of phys-
ical behavior is also included in Chapter IV.
3.2 Influence of Shear Rigidity Q on Behavior
3.2.1 General
Light gage steel diaphragms usually have both shear rigid-
ity Q and offer rotational restraint F. However, there may be
cases where the rotational restraint is not reliable. In
order to cover this separately, and to simplify the explana-
tion of some of the phenomena connected mainly with the shear
rigidity, the discussion here will be confined to the case F=O.
The dimensions of the members involved in the discussions are
given in Fig. 11.
3.2.2 Deformations
Figures 12-15 show the lateral deflections and the angles
of rotation at midspan for the sections in question for uplift
loading with L = 60':. It is seen that Z-section beams display,
in general> less rotation than channel beams with identical
dimensions. However, when the diaphragm stiffness is increased,
there is not much difference between them. It is also observed
that U
o
for channels and ~o for Z-sections are tangential to
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the load axis at the origin. (Subscripts 0 and 00 refer to
no bracing and rigid bracing cases~ respectively). This is
so because there is no load component at the outset to cause
these deformations. Slight non-linearity can be observed in
these diagrams. The reason is that new components of the
loads are created by the deformation u and ~ of the beam.
I
The effects of these secondary components may add to or sub-
tract from the primary loading effects depending upon the
parameters involved.
In general~ for uplift loading, both diaphragm-braced or
unbraced channel and Z-beams will have pL - ~ diagrams with
decreasing slopes at failure. No examples for the downward
case are included here. However, for the unbraced case the
pL - ~ diagrams will be more non-linear and will have a de-
creasing slope as above. On the other hand, for the rigidly
braced case, a stiffening-type pL - ~ curve will emerge for
downward loading. (This will also be the case for a reason-
able stiffness of the diaphragm bracing).
3.2.2 Yield Load Capacity versus Span Len~th
On Figures 16 through 19, the ratio M/f1bend versus span
length is shown for no and rigid bracing cases. M is the
bending moment at midspan due to uniformly distributed load
L2p, i.e., M = ~g-. It is compared here with the theoretical
a I
bending capacity Mbend = YdX~' Mbend represents the capacity
of a beam which is gUided or braced such that the only pos-
sible deformation is bending in the plane of the load with no
rotation or lateral deflection. Thus Mbend for I, channel
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and Z beams of the same flange and web dimensions is the
same. (Of course for an I beam there is no need for guides
or bracing, provided that Mbend does not cause instability).
The corner where the stress has reached 37.95 ksi first, is
indicated on these figures.
The dotted lines indicate where the maximum angle of
rotation. is larger than 10°, assumed here as an.arbitrary
practical limit. Both uplift and downward loading cases are
presented.
It may be of interest to note how M/Mbend attains some
definite value as the span length approaches zero. Of course
zero span length has no physical meaning and may be viewed
just as a mathematical limit. The calculation of M/Mbend for
L=O is given in Appendix F. Here this matter will be consid-
ered qualitatively. For example, for an I beam the ratio of
M/Mbend is equal to unity for any span length. (If we
use 1.15 cry as the failure criterion M/Mbend would be 1.15
for all L). As L approaches zero, p will approach infinity
L2 .
so that N = P~Will be equal to the yield load capacity which
is finite. If a channel beam were loaded through the shear
center, the same result as t~at for an I beam would be obtained.
However, if the load is acting in the plane of the web, pri-
mary torsional moment mt = pa exist. When L is small, the
Saint Venant torsion resistance can be neglected. External
torsion is then resisted by flexural twist Mtw only and the
paL2bimoment at the midspan will be simply B = -rr- = Ma. Since
it was shown that M remains finite as L approaches zero, B
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also will be finite. The bimoment causes additional stresses
in the cross section and reduces M/Mbend to some definite value
less than 1.15. The amount of the reduction will depend on
the section properties.
In the case of a Z-section loaded in the plane of the
web, there is also a reduction. Since the load is not in the
principal plane, the beam experiences lateral deflections in
addition to the vertical ones. For convenience these deflec-
tions can be thought of as caused by fictitious lateral loads(ll)
I
equal to p ~ . These loads result in a lateral bending
x
moment of M IXy/Ix which remains finite as L goes to zero.
Thus the ratio M/Mbend will be reduced due to the additional
stresses caused by this moment.
3.2.4 Yield Load Capacity for Gravity or Uplift Loading
Figures 16 through 19 illustrate the effect of diaphragm
bracing on yield load capacity.
First, it can be observed that for the downward loading,
due to the shear rigidity of the diaphragm bracing, there is
a definite increase in yield load capacity of channel and Z-
beams.
For the uplift case, however) only Z and lipped Z sec-
tions show a definite improvement. The yield load capacity of
channel and lipped channel beams under uplift loading may not
be effected by the shear rigidity of the diaphragm bracing.
This puzzling behavior can be explained, qualitatively,
with the aid of Figures 20a and 20b. First a channel beam,
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without bracing will be considered. For this case, on Figure
20a, the uplift load is decomposed into three components with
respect to the deformed configuration. The signs of the cor-
responding component stresses are also indicated in this fig-
ure and it can be observed that all component stresses at
corner 3 are of the same sign. Thus, it is concluded that
for this loading the stress at corner 3 will govern the initia-
tion of yielding. As far as the displacements are concerned,
the upper flange has a tendency to move to the right due to
component B on Figure 20a and to the left due to component C.
If the load is increased continuously from zero until yielding,
it would be observed that at first ~ will be small and com-
ponent B can be neglected. Therefore, at first, the upper
flange will move to the left. The bracing forces correspond-
ing to this displacement if the beam were connected to a dia-
phragm along its upper flange is illustrated in Figure 20b.
The diaphragm force component B' adds to while component C'
subtracts from the corresponding components in Figure 20a.
(Component A' of the diaphragm forces is of higher order and
can be neglected in this discussion). The stress at corner
3 will be affected similarly. If the stress at corner 3 due
to the bracing force components B' is larger than the stress
due to bracing force component C', then the stress in the
braced case is likewise larger than in the unbraced case.
The reverse is true if component B' is smaller than CI. Thus,
if the former case leads to yielding, then the yield load
capacity of the braced beam will be smaller than that of the
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unbraced beam. In the latter case the reverse will be true.
However, since for small values of ~ the stresses due to
bracing force components B' and C t are of the same order of
magnitude, their difference will be small and the net effect
of bracing on the yield load capacity will also be small.
If yield1rig does not occur at relatively small ~ and
the load is increased further, the force component B of Fig-
ure 20a will become dominant and eventually the upper flange
will move to the right. This in turn changes the sign of the
bracing forces. Now component B' of Figure 20a will be re-
duced while C' is increased. The stress at corner 3 in the
braced case may again be larger or smaller than that of the
unbraced case. Hence, the yield load capacity again may be
increased or decreased by the diaphragm bracing depending on
the section geometry, the span length and the magnitude of
the yield stress.
The behavior of diaphragm braced channels under down-
ward loading and Z-section beams under both uplift and down-
ward loading cases could be discussed in a similar manner as
above. However, intUitively it is clear that for these cases
the upper flange of the unbraced beam will move only in one
direction with increasing load. ThUS, the diaphragm will al-
ways restrain this movement, thereby increasing the capacity.
3.2.5 Stress Distribution Example
Figures 21 and 22 show the stress distribution in un-
braced and rigidly braced channel and Z-beams under uplift
or downward loading at failure. Numerical values of failure
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moments, that is the moment causing 1.15 times the yield stress,
are given in these figures in parentheses. The span length is
60". On Figure 21, it can be observed that shear rigidity of
the bracing has almost no effect on the stress distribution in
the channel section for the uplift loading case for this par-
ticular span length. This is in accordance with the previous
statement on the yield load capacity of channels under uplift
load.
Comparing Figures 21 and 22, one sees that rigidly braced
channel and Z-beams have similar stress distributions. Since
the magnitude of the angle of rotation is almost the same but
of opposite sign for channel and Z-beams, the unbraced flange
in both cases has similar stress distributions. In this flange
the stress due to twist (second component in Eq. 2~21) increases
the stress at corner 3 while reducing it at corners 2 and 1.
In the braced flange, however, the stress is nearly constant
and mainly due to vertical bending.
3.2.6 Yield Load Versus the Shear Rigidity
In Figures 23-26, plots of M/Mbend versus Q/Py are given.
Py is the Euler buckling load, that is
n 2 E I y
These figures consist of several curve segments each indicating
yielding at a particular corner of the cross section. Only the
curves determining the yield load are shown.
On these figures it can be seen that for downward load-
ing yielding initiates at corner 3 for a wide rarige of values
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of Q, varying from a relatively small finite value up to in-
finity. For smaller values of Q, yielding at corner 4 governs.
As Q decreases further) yielding at corners 5.or 6 m~y govern.
The value ~f the diaphragm shear rigidity where the curves for
corners 3 and 4 intersect is designated QL' It can be pbserved
that there is a rapid increase in the yield load capacityfpr
the range 0 ~ Q < QL' ,On the ,other hand, for Q > QL the change
in the yield load capacity is quite small .. Obviously, to pro-
vide dlaphragm shear rigidities less than QL would be uneconomi-
cal in practical design. Approximate determination of QL and
the corresponding yield load will be discussed in Chapter IV.
3.2.7 Tables
In Tables I through 10, the load carrying capacity and
the angle of rotation of channels and Z-beams are investigated
for a wider range of parameters than in the plots mentioned
above. The parameters are:
Q/P y ' hit, blh, clb, and L/h
Most of the
information listed in these Tables is qualitatively the same
as that given in Figures previously discussed. Below is a
brief description of these Tables.
where
h = depth of the beam
b = width of flange
c = width of the lip
t = thickness
L = span length
Both downward and uplift loading are considered.
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(1) Tables la: lb, 2a and 2b: The ratio p/Pbend =
M/Mbend at theoretical failure
(2) Tables lc and 2c: The point of maximum stress at
theoretical failure
(3) Tables 3a, 3b, 4a and 4b: The midspan rotation ~
at theoretical failure
(4) Tables 5a, 5b, 6a and 6b: The midspan rotation
~1.67 at Ill. 67th of the theoretical failure load
(5) Tables 7a, 7b, 8a and 8b: The ratio p/p~ at
theoretical failure
(6) Tables 9a, 9b, lOa and lOb: The ratio ~/~~ at
theoretical failure.
Some of the values in Tables 7 through 10 are plotted in Fig-
ures 27 and 28 to illustrate the effect of various parameters
more clearly.
The angle of rotation at service loads is of special
interest in design. In preparing Tables 5 and 6, an arbitrary
safety factor of 1.67 against theoretical failure was assumed
to obtain service loads. The most important parameter appears
to be the span length. Below is a summary of the magnitudes
0.00° < $1.67 < 1.32° for L/h = 5
0.06° < ~1.67 < 3.67° for L/h = 10
0.25° < $1.67 < 6.32° for L/h = 15
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Inf~uen~~~~~tation Restraint F on Behavior
The Rota~ion Restraint Due to Local Deformation of
~~-Piaphragm
As mentioned earlier F consists of the two components Fb
and Flocal' Fb is the rotational restraint offered by the
cross-bending rigidity of the diaphragm and may be computed by
ordinary beam theory from the cross-sectional properties of
the diaphragm and purlin spacing. On the other hand Flocal
may be determined experimentally (Figures 29 and 30) as pro-
posed in Appendix D. In general> Flocal'iS smaller than Fb as
has been observed in full scale tests with purlins by light
gage steel diaphragms.
When the beam rotates, the diaphragm develops counter :act-
ing torsional moments on the beam at the connection points~ :
This moment is partly created through the bending rigidi~y of
the mechanical connector itself. The couple consist of a'com-
pressive force at the corner where contact is established be-
tween the beam and the diaphragm, and a tensile force in the
screw. The screw connection must be strong enough to take this
force in addition to the tensile force due to uplift loading.
The factors which influence Flocal may be deduced from
, ,
the physical model described above:
(1) If the contact between the diaphragm and the purl in
is incomplete or if there is an intermediate layer ot~or~
(insulation) material, the realization of eithe~ one of the




(2) On the other hand, if the couple can be materialized,
the distance between the forces of the couple will be of im-
portance. The position of the screw relative to the web in-
fluences the rptational restraint F. This will be discussed
in the sUbsequent section in some detail.
(3) The sheet thickness and the cross-sectional config-
uration of the diaphragm may also influence Fl l'oca .
3.3.2 The Position of the Screws
The forces which constitute the restraining couple are
shown on Figures 31 and 32 for channel and Z-sections, respec-
tively. The tensile force component acts at the screw and the
compressive force component acts at the contact points between
the purlin and the diaphragm. The point of contact depends on
the direction of rotation of the cross-section.
For channels, as illustrated in Figure 31, the angle of rota-
tion is clockwise for gravity and counter-clockwise for uplift
loading cases. Hence the contact point of purlin and diaphragm
changes from web to lip side when the loading type changes
from gravity to uplift. Unless the screw is exactly at the
middle of the flange, the lever arm of the forces of the couple
will be different for these two loading cases. Consequently,
the respective rotational restraints will be different for
gravity and uplift loadings. The research reported here indi-
cates that F is more beneficial for uplift loading. Thus, it
is preferable to have the screws closer to web than to lip for
channel section purlins. Also, if the screws are placed closer
to web, the distance of the point of application of the uplift
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load from the shear center is smaller and hence the primary
torsional loading is reduced. Thus, it is seen that the loca-
tion of screws affects both the primary torsional moment and
the rotational restraint F.
As for Z-section purlins, for gravity loading, the direc-
tion of rotation is also influenced by the shear rigidity of
the diaphragm. If the load is assumed to be acting in the
plane of the web, for Q > QL as shown in Figure 32a, the rota-
tion is counter-clockwise. (The direction of rotation changes
to clockwise at Q = QL). A counter-clockwise rotation is like-
ly to shift the loadinG point to the right of the web which in
turn should reduce the angle of rotation of the section.
In the uplift loading case of Z-sections, there are two
possibilities as shown in Figures 32b and 32c. If the screw
(hence the load application point) is very close to the web~
the rotation is clockwise, . while if the screw is very
close to the lip, the rotation is counter-clockwise. For both
of these extreme cases, the lever arm of the resisting couple
is quite small. On the other hand, as the screw location is
brought to the mid-section of the flanges, the rotation ten-
dency of the section decreases. At the same time, the lever
arm of the resisting couple, hence F increases. Consequently,
the optimum placement of the screws for Z-sections is approxi-
mately at the middle of the flange.
In summary, it is advantageous to have the screws close




3.3.3 The Effect of F
The diaphragm beam assembly constitutes a statically
indeterminate system. If the diaphragm can supply a rota-
tional restraint F, it directly participates in carrying the
primary torsional moments which arise when the beam is loaded
outside the shear center as in the cases of channel section
purlins under uplift and gravity loading and of Z-section pur-
lins under uplift loading.
The primary loads for channel section purl ins consist of
vertical and torsional loads. As was discussed in section
3.2.3, secondary loads arise due to lateral and rotational
deformations. In particular, a secondary load in the weak
axis direction (i.e., M
x
¢ in Eq. 2.9a) becomes more signifi-
cant as the rotation of the section increases. This is the
only load which causes deflections in the weak axis direction
of channel section purlins.
When F is increased, the angle of rotation ¢ is reduced.
This, in turn causes a reduction in the lateral deflection of
channel section purlins. Hence, with increasing F, the ratio
M/Mbend approaches unity asymptotically as can also be ob-
served for example in Figures 34a or 35a.
On the other hand, for Z-sections, there is also a later-
al primary load of intensity Py Ixy/lx ' in addition to the
primary loads mentioned above. As the term llprimary l1 implies,
this load is independent of ¢. Therefore, even for values of
F approaching infinity, there will be lateral deflections in
addition to the bending in the strong axis direction while ~
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approaches zero. Associated stresses with the lateral deflec-
tion reduce the yield load capacity. Thus the asymptotic value
of M/Mbend cannot be unity. (It can be shown that it is equal
2to l-Ixy /IXIy ).
On the basis of the above discussion, it can be concluded
that channel sections are generally more effected by F than Z-
sections. In particular, channels under uplift loads which
have a relatively large tendency to rotate are beneficially in-
fluenced by the rotational restraint of the diaphragm. On the
other hand, for Z-sections braced by a diaphragm with a reason-
able shear rigidity, the angle of rotation is relatively small,
thus reducing the influence of F. As can be seen in Figures
33 through 56 the effect of F is most pronounced when the shear
rigidity is equal to zero.
3.3.4 Reliability of F
Unlike the shear rigidity Q, the rotational restraint F
seems to be quite sensitive to the usual inaccuracies of prac-
tice.Screws are usually applied through the top of the deck.
Thus, their location on the flange of the purlin 1s quite 1r-
regular and somewhat unpredictable.
The resisting torsional moments act at discrete points
along the purlin. Therefore, omission or unfavorable placing
of screws at a crucial cross-section (such as at mid-span for
simply supported purlins) may reduce the load carrying capacity
greatly, especially if the beam has a low torsional rigidity
as is common in thin-walled purlins with large span lengths.
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Since the yield load capacity may vary fairly rapidly
with F for certain cases, utilization of F must be undertaken
with considerable caution.
3.4 Combined Effect of Q and F
3.4.1 General
The influence of Q and F alone were discussed in the pre-
vious sections of this chapter. Here, the combined effect of
Q and F on the yield load capacity and the corresponding angle
of rotation at mid~span will 'be discussed. The effect of vari-
ous parameters were studied using the computer program discussed
in Appendix E. The results are plotted in Figures 33a and b
through 56a and b. These figures also contain the cases of
Q = 0 andlor F = O. Parameters and their ranges of values
that were considered are listed below:
(1) F from 0 to .40 kilinlrad
(2) Q = 0, QLj 2QL and 00
(3) Llh = 15) 30 and 45
(4) Two sets of cross'"sectional parameters were considered
a) blh = 1/4 1 clb = .4~ bit = 20
b) blh = 1/2, clb = .5> bit = 20
In these figures the cases of diaphragm braced lipped chan-
nel and Z-section purl ins with hinged ends under uniformly dis-
tributed uplift and gravity loads are covered. In the uplift
case of channels two sets of curves are shown. The full-line
curves in Figures 39 through 41 and Figures 51 through 53 are
for loads applied at midflange while the dotted line curves
are for loads acting in the plane of the web. On the other
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hand, for Z-sections, curves are given only for the case of
loading in the plane of web. Since for Z-sections the capac-
ity increases when the load application point is moved towards
mid-flange, the given curves constitute a conservative repre-
sentation of practical cases.
The plots consist of several segments, each indicating
the start of yielding at a particular corner as designated in
the figures. The segment designated by ¢ = 300 which appears
in some plots indicates that the failure criterion is changed
from yielding to the arbitrarily set limiting value of 300
for the angle of rotation at mid-span. As a consequence of
the large twist angle, the yield load parameter M/Mbend de-
creases rapidly along this segment. (For example see Figure
34a). This limit has been introduced for two reasons: First,
when the angle of rotation becomes excessively large the theory
used in the present study is not accurate. The second reason
concerns the computational difficulties. The iterational
scheme used for the determination of the yield load occasion-
ally converged to a wrong value when the angle of rotation was
too large. This is not surprising, since the largeness of ¢
may indicate that the yield load is quite near the value of
the critical load (instability).
The critical load is the smallest positive or negative
root of the main determinant of the equation system given by
the Eqs. 2.17a and b. (The positive root is for gravity and
the negative is for uplift loading case). It is well known
that in the inhomogeneous problem, the deformations and the
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stresses grow without bounds as the load approaches the criti-
cal value. Of course, yielding occurs before reaching this
value. The region beyond the critical load has no physical
meaning, but it is mathematically defined. Thus, occasional-
ly, during the iterational process for the determination of
the yield load, convergence toa value in this region beyond
the critical load value occurred.
3.4.2 Yield load parameter M/Mbend
In Figures 33 through 44, the yield load parameter 001
Mbend versus F is plotted for the parameters mentioned above.
In the beginning of this chapter, it was stated that the
effectiveness of a diaphragm depends on the lateral deflection
tendency of the upper flange of the beam and the rotational
tendency of the cross-section. These tendencies depend primar-
ily on the stiffnesses of the beam and the direction of loading,
i.e., whether it is uplift or downward. The effect of the di-
rection of loading was discussed earlier. In the following,
the effect of beam stiffness will be discussed, in two stages.
The length parameter Llh
As Llh increases, the warping rigidity and the lateral
stiffness of the beam decrease with the square of L, while the
Saint Venant rigidity remains constant. Also, the shear rigid-
ity Q and the rotational restraint F remain the same. Hence,
as the beam with increasing span becomes weaker in torsion
and lateral bending, the diaphragm can restrain the rotation
and the lateral displacement of the beam more effectively.
Consequently, for longer spans the yield load parameter
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M/Mbend approaches the asymptotic value at smaller values
of F and Q.
Cross-sectional dimensions
Figures 33 through 44 are given for two channels of cross-
sectional dimensions as given below.
Section (a) Section (b)
h = 6;; h = 6';
b = 1.5" b 3iO Ratio of I of (b)= (a)I of
c = .6 i c = 1.5: 1
t = .075l' t = .150 1i
I 3.78 in4 I 11.98 in4 3.15= =x x
I y = .216 in
4 I 3.038 in4 14.10=Y
C
w = 1.581 in
6 Cw = 32.878 in
6 20.80
a = .629 in a = 1.67 2.66
The first one designated as (a) is much weaker than the
one designated as (b). While the bending stiffness in the
-
strong direction increases 3.15 times 3 the lateral and warp-
ing stiffness increases 14.10 and 20.80 times respectively.
The horizontal distance of the load from shear center increases
only 2.66 times.
The stronger section (b) has, of course, a larger yield
load capacity than sectio,n (a). However, if one compares
their respective M/Mb~ndratios it can be observed that (a)
has larger values if Q and/or F do not get too small. (If
the beam is unbraced, the stronger section has a more favor-
able M/Mbend ratio).
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3.4.3 Angle of Rotation
In Figs. 45 through 56, the angle of rotation 9 at midspan
versus F is plotted at failure loads for the parameters men-
tioned in Sec. 3.4.1. As can be observed, ~ is reduced by in-
creasing F in every case. This reduction is more significant
for cases with l~rger rotational tendency. Hence, the torsional-·
ly weaker section (a) is influenced more favorably than section
(b) by the same amount of increase in F. Also the cases with
larger span lengths are more affected by F.
F. strengthens the purlin only torsionally; Q, however,
reduces the lateral deflections as well as torsional rotations.
Hence, the effect of Q on ~ is more complex.
For channels under gravity loads, increase in Q reduces ~.
For channels under uplift loading, Q has no appreciable influence.
For Z-aections under gravity loads the angle of rotation
is positive for Q=O and negative for Q=~. The angle of rotation
changes sign near Q=QL' that is, for Q=QL' ~ almost vanishes.
This is also discussed in Sec. 4.5.2. For Z-sections under up-
lift loads, $ is computed assuming the load in the plane of the
web. The actual values of $ should be much smaller since the
load really acts through the screws which are placed inside the
flange. In this case the primary torsion is in the opposite di-
rection of the tor~ion which is caused by the lateral bracing
forces. For the case where the loads are assumed in the plane
of the web, one observes on Fig. 54a as well as on Figs. 54b
through 56b that ¢ increases.with increasing Q. On the other
hand for the relatively weaker purlins $ decreases with in-




Design procedures for diaphragm braced channel and Z-section
beams are presented. The prime objectives of the procedures are
to find the shear rigidity of an efficient diaphragm for a given
beam and carrying capacity as measured by the yield moment of
that beam. Maximum deflections are also to be determined. Two
possibilities are developed for the designer~ One possibility
is to use simple and conservative design formulas. The other is
to make use of the prepared computer program. Both methods will
be described and discussed below.
In some applications) the lower flange of the purlin, which
is not connected to a diaphragm, is braced at discrete points.
The additional effect of such discrete bracing is also included
in this chapter.
4.2 Computer Program as Design Tool
The program is based on the series solution of the differen-
tial equations of equilibrium. Though it written to consider any
number of terms, three terms are found to give sUfficiently ac-
curate results for practical problems. Included in the program
are the t~o parameters: the shear rigidity Q and the rotational
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restraint F. These may have any positive value or be zero. In
addition to Q and F, the cross sectional dimensions, the span
length, and the yield stress of the purlin are given as input.
The program calculates the yield moment of uniformly loaded,
simple span,diaphragm braced channel or Z-section purlins. It
further calculates the deflection u and the angle of rotation ¢
under yield and working (service) loads. A flow chart of the com-
puter program is given in Appendix E.
4.3 Derivation of Approximate Formulas
In the previous section, the computer program was mentioned
as a possible design tool. As an alternative design tool, the
following closed form formulas will be derived using only one
term of the series solution.
4.3.1 Analytical Procedure
For identical boundary conditions of u and ¢, one has
and
U if = U fll1 1 (4.1)
¢ = ¢1f 1 ¢:1 = 51> 1f 1
where u is the lateral deflection and ¢ is. the angle of rotation.
Primes indicate derivation with respect to the dimensionless
length parameter t = z/L. For hinged ends, f l = sin nt.
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where K is the appropriate constant for determining the maximum
bending moment in the beam (K = 8 for hinged boundary conditions).
N is defined positive for downward and negative for uplift loads.
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where Py is the Euler buckling load
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(which is introduced to make the dimension of Pep a force) and
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given in Table 11.
The longitudinal stress a is the sum of three components due
to the curvatures associated with vertical displacement v, later-
al displacement u, and the angle of rotation ¢.
a = (4.5a)
SUbstituting Uli and <pI! from Eq. 4.1 and modifying slightly" Eq.
5a becomes
~1 E I
a = -- y + -- [(x - ~L y)u + w¢l](-fl: )Ix L2 Ix 1 (4.5b)
For given values of M, Q, and F. ul and <PI can be determined
using Eq. 4.2. Stresses are then computed~ sUbstituing these
into Eq. 4.5b. For the cross-sections under consideration" the
stress at any point is found using the pertinent values. of x, y,
and W (the latter bein~ the so-called warping displacement or
sectorial area). The sign convention for x, y, and the formulas
for w for che.nnel and Z-sections are given in Figure 6. As can be
seen in this same figure, a number from 1-6 is assigned to each
corner beginning with the lower lip of the section. These numbers
are used as sUbscripts for the parameters x, y, w, or a to indi-
cate for which corner the particular parameter is calculated.
4.3.2 Deformations
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D2 = MW 3 {- .2:...Y.. W M + aPy + (...-!l e + a)Q}Ix 1 Ix
I
+ (I:Y e + a)Qe]}
(4.7a)
( 4. 7b)
D = -wiM2 + [-pyeW 2 + (2Wl - W2)Qe]M + (r~pcjl + K33FL2)Py
+ (r;pcjl + K33FL 2 + pye2)Q (4.7c)
The expressions for Dl , D2, and D are zero or first degree poly-
nomials in F and Q. Note that in determinant D, terms with Q2
cancel each other. On the other hand, they are second order
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Failure is defined herein as the initiation of yielding at
any point in the section, i.e., reaching plus or minus ayd at any
point of the purlin. The yield condit~on at the corners of the
governing cross-section may be represented as surfaces in'the co-
ordinate system consisting in Q, F, and Myd ' A possible case is
sketched in Figure 57 where only the regions of the surface giv-
ing the lowest yield load, are shown.
Although one is primarily interested in the initial yield
load, the stress distribution in the cross-section is also of
interest. This aids one to assess the reserve load capacity af-
ter the initiation of yielding. In Figure 58, the qualitative
stress distribution in channel and Z-sections due to v, u, and ~
are shown. In fact, the relative magnitudes of the component
stresses are influenced by many factors: (1) x, y, and w which
are functions of cross-sectional dimensions only' and (2) M, u,
and ¢ which depend on (a) boundary conditions and span length
(concerning the purlin), (b) the shear rigidity Q and rotational
restraint F (concerning the diaphragm), (c) horizontal distance
a of load from the shear center, and the sign of the load which
is positive for downward and negative for uplift cases (concern-
ing the load). Since a is a linear function of M whereas a and
v u
a~ are not, the relative magnitudes of the component stresses arA
also influenced indirectly by the value of the yield stress (It
can be noted that the amplitudesu1 and ~l approach infinity as
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the load approaches the critical load, indicating the nonlinear
nature of the associated curvatures). Hence, for a high yield
stress value, the true load may be closer to the critical load
and the components au and cr~ may contribute larger amounts to
the total stress when compared to the case with a low yield stress.
Although the above discussion implies that the maximum stress
may in general occur in anyone of the corners of the cross-
section, numerical computations for the hin~d boundary conditions
indicate that for most practical cases of diaphragm braced channel
and Z··section purlins, yielding occurs at corner 3. This somewhat
simplifies the reverse problem in which the bending moment M which
causes incipient yielding is sought. Hence 0 3 may be set equal
to +0 d (plus sign for downward loading) as the first trial. The
- y
stresses at the other corners may be checked later to determine
if yielding has been reached elsewhere in the section.
Calculation of the stress distribution in the cross-section
has other advantages as well. If the maximum stress occurs at a
sharp peak localized at one particular corner, it is justified to
raise the maximum nominal failure stress above the stipulated
yield stress because (a) the corners have higher yield stresses
than the flat portions as a consequence of cold forming and (b)
there may be favorable stress redistribution when the corners
start yielding. For instance, the 15% increase now in the AISI
Specifications would be applicable to such cases. The knowledge
of compressive stress distribution may also be helpfUl in the
consideration of local buckling. For example, concentration of
high compressive stresses along a stiffened edge is more favorable
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with respect to buckling than concentration at an unstiffened edge.
4.4 Possible Design Parameters
The design criterion is the maximum stress reaching +Oyd.
The corner where incipient yie1d1.ng occurs needs not be specified
at the outset. The information that corner 3 governs, for simply
supported pur1ins braced by diaphragms will be utilized later to
simplify more general equations. Substituting u1 and ~l from
Eqs. 4.8 into Eq. 4.5b~ an expression for stresses is obtained.
o =~ y + E [(x
Ix L2
(a2M + a1 )M (b 2M + b 1 )M
---",-:::..-.---.;;::..-.- + W J( - f" )
C2M
2 + c 1M + Co C2M
2 + c 1M + Co 1
(4.10)
The constants ai' b i , and c i are defined by Eqs. 4.9. Eq. 4.10
contains among others, M, Q, and F as parameters and may be
arranged for one of them in terms of the others. Hence, there
are three possibilities for a design procedure.
4.4.1 Yield Moment
The yield moment M is sought for given values of the dia-
phragm parameters, Q and F. This is straightforward, except
that one obtains the following cubic equation in M.
f'~ I
lVI2C2YM
3 + c1Y - c 20I x + Px
- 1 [ (x
- I XY y)a2 + wb 2]-2
'IT x
-f ll I xy
- c10Ix + Px
1 + wb 1] f,t+ coY -2 [(x - I y)a1n- x
- c 01 = 0 (4.11)o x
P =x (4.12)
Introducing the dimensionless yield load parameter
Mp = eMbend
with
E = 1 for gravity loading








:where d is equal to y 3' i. e. the y-coordinate of corner 3 as
shown in Figure 6. SUbstituting "the constants ai' bi' and c i
from Eqs. 4.9, Eq. 4.11 is transformed to a dimensionless form.
Thus
Ep3 +
Wl 2Wl - W2 p2 + W[-- v + ne: + v l..l -- WI qJ e:[-v v - v w
2
ne:]pW2 y x 1 z y y 1
+ E[V (v 1..13 + Vy1..l4) (v v -
2Wl - W2 nE + Vx1..l2)qJp- WIx z y z
- [v v + (v + vy)q] nE = 0z y z (4.14)
q = QeW1Mbend
~e: dn = C1 y
Y
and
P e _f" W3
=
x (-.:.1.)V
x ~~end w2 WI
Pye 1
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However, by limiting the range of the shear rigidity Q to two
specific values, one can obtain a quadratic equation involving M
instead of the above cubic. The details of this procedure will
be discussed later on. Thus, Q can be eliminated from the for-
mula for M as a parameter. On the other hand, the rotational
restraint F remains in the equation and may have any positive
value or may be zero.
4.4.2 :~hear Rigidity Q
For a given value of F and a prescribed value of M, the ne-
cessary shear rigidity Q may be computed and compared with the
one provided. Such an expression for Q can be obtained by solv-
ing Eq. 4.14 for q~ where q is a dimensionless parameter defined
by Eq. 4.15 involving shear rigidity Q. This gives
WI WIMbend a~ + aip + a2P2 + a 3'p 3Q = -:=-::---=::..-:-::--
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4.4.3 Rotational Restraint F
Alternatively, the rotational restraint F may be calculated
for a given value of Q and prescribed value of M. To this end,
Eq. 4.14 is solved first for v
z
'
a" + a"p + a"p2 + a"p3
v = 0 1 2 3
Z b lr + blip
o 1
where
a" = v qnEo - y (4.21a)








from Eq. 4.17c into Eq. 4.20, an expression for F
is obtained.
Wl eMbend ali + allp + a"p2 + a"p3 r
2p
F::::- 0 1 2 3 o <E (4.22)K33 ---'2-- b ll + blip K' L2L 0 1 33
In the second or third possibility, if the given value is
less than the necessary one, either a more rigid diaphragm may be
used or a different purlin may be tried. The disadvantage of
these two design possibilities is the difficulty of carrying out
accurate computations. As can be observed in Figure 57, for
a range of values of Q and F up to infinity, the surface determin-
ing the yield moment Myd becomes very flat. This means that one
may obtain very different Q and F values when the prescribed M is
changed very little. (Of course, if the prescribed value of M is
larger than a certain value, the plane through the corresponding
point on the M-axis may never cut the pertinent surface and the
answers from the equation for Q or F will be wrong). Only for
cases where M changes rapidly with Q and/or F may these equations
be accurate. In general, this corresponds to a region consist-
ing of small values of Q and F. It seems to be more economical
to use a somewhat stronger diaphragm avoiding the steep region of
MYd surface. Thus, it is not practical to use the formula for Q
or F in order to calculate their required values exactly so that
M attains a prescribed value. However, it would be very practical
to have simple, approximate formulas giving the lower limits for
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Q and F (or a limit for the combination of the two) so that M
safely attains a certain percentage of the bending capacity
4.5 Determination of Yield Moment
It was mentioned above that for two specific values of Q,
the cubic equation CEq. 4.11 or Eq. 4.14) can be reduced to a
quadratic. These values of Q are (1) infinite, that is rigid
bracing and (2) QL' which is a limiting shear rigidity as will be
discussed subsequently.
4.5.1 Rigidly Braced Channel and Z-Sections
A rigid diaphragm prevents the lateral displacement of the
upper flange. For this case, u can be expressed in terms of ~ as
U :: -e¢
Considering one term of the series leads to
I










SUbstituting ul and ~l from Eqs. 4.23 into Eq. 4.5b
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M E I
o = -- y + -- [-(x - ~ y)e + w](-f l")Ix L2 Ix + Me
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Eq. 4.25b can be simplified by introducing the following positive
and dimensionless parameters
a = W4(r~p¢ + pye 2 + K33FL2 )
eHbend
I P W'
f3 = w6 (-a
e




Using these parameters and with p as defined in Eq. 4.l3a, Eq.
4.25 Q ~becomes
(4.29)
Provided that P F -alE., Eq. 4.29 can be rearranged to result in
the following quadratic equation for the yield load parameter:
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(4.30)
Eq. 4.30 is general in the sense that one might assume in-
cipient yielding at any corner and obtain the corresponding yield
load by sUbstituting the values of y and WI of that corner and
setting 0 equal to plus or minus 0yd' E is +1 for gravity and -1
for uplift loading. Since p is defined only for positive values,
negative or imaginary roots can be ignored. In the case of two
positive roots, the smaller one is to be taken. If there is no
positive root, this means that the stress will not reach the yield
stress level at that corner.
It would be a lengthy calculation if all the corner yield
possibilities had to be checked individually. However, numeri-
cal computations indicate that for purlins of usual dimensions
braced by diaphragms with reasonable shear rigidities, generally
corner 3 governs for hinged boundary conditions. Hence substi-
tuting
into Eq. 4.30 gives
= 1 and 0 = 03 = EO Y
P2 ( ex B)+ -1 + +-E: E
The positive root of this equation is
ex
= 0£ (4.31)
Or written separately for gravity loading
1 r---------2----'





and for uplift loading
.'. _._-"--,--+----.,. -----I I 2
Poo = ~ [1 + a + B -.: (1 + a + B) - 4a ]
..
where the sUbscript 00 indicates rigid bracing.
(4.34)
4.5.2 Limiting Shear Rigiq.!11.
For downward loading, it is also possible to obtain a qua-
dratic equation for the yield load if the shear rigidity equals
the so-called limiting shear rigidity QL' QL is so defined that
for the range QL ~ Q ~ 00, the increase in the yield load is com-
paratively small and does not increase significantly with in-
creasing Q, On th~ other hand, for Q < QL' the yield load de-
creases rapidly with decreasing Q, Hence, in design, it would
not be economical as far as the purlins are concerned to use shear
rigidities less than QL,
Extensive computer calculations have shown that QL can be
defined as that shear rigidity which makes the stresses at the
two corners 3 and 4 simultaneously equal to 0yd in absolute value.
By the following qualitative considerations, it may be deduced
when this is the case, i.e. when 03 = -04 ,
The stress 0 at any point consists of the sum of the three
component stresses 0 , O~, and 0 , For channel and Z-sections,
v 'I' u
o is antisyrnrnetrical with respect to the midpoint of the web;
v
that is, 0 3 = -0 4' For channel sections, o~ is antisymmetri-
v, v, 'I'
cal and 0u is symmetrical, .while for Z-sections.l the reverse is
true. Hence, in order to have 0 3 = -0 4, that stress component
which is symmetrical must vardsh, namely, for channels 0 = 0
u
and for Z-sections o~ = O. Since these stresses are proportional
(4.35a)
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to the curvatures Ull and ¢" respectively, the corresponding cur-
vature must also vanish.
In the series solution, u" and cj>" consist of the summation of
the terms ukfk and ~kfkJ respectively. Hence, it is possible that
for certain values of Q, certain combinations of uk's and ~k's
will make u if and ~" zero, respectively. However, when only one
term is considered, u ll and ~" will vanish only if ul = 0 and ~l =
0, respectively. Since u = ulfl and ~ = ~lfl' the respective
deformation also vanishes for Q = QL. In summary, if one term of
the series is considered and the shear rigidity is equal to the
limiting shear rigidity QL' a3 will be equal to -a4 and at the
same time for channels, the deformation u and for Z-sections, the
deformation ~, will vanish.
The formula for QL will now be derived using th~e
conditions. The amplitudes ul and ~l are given by Eq. 4.2. For
channel sections I XY = OJ therefore; an expression for ul can be
obtained substituting I xy = 0 into the first of Eqs. 4.2.
Qe - Mydvl l
u l = - Py + Q
where Myd indicates the yield moment. On the other hand, for Z-
sections, if a = 0, i.e. if the load acts in the plane of the web,
the second of Eqs. 4.2 gives
(4.35b)<P =-1 2p +
r o ~
Setting ul = 0 for channels
expression for QL as
K33FL2 + Qe 2 - MeW 2
and ~l = 0 for Z-sections kads to an
(4.36)
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As seen from Eq. 4.36~which is valid for both channel and Z-
sections, QL is proportional to the yield moment MYd if only
one term is considered. Since a negative shear rigidity has no
physical meaning, QL is defined only for positive values of Myd '
i.e. for the gravity loading case. On th~ other hand, if more
terms are taken, it may well be possible that for uplift loading,
a positive QL may also be obtained. Ho~~ver, this would probab-
ly not lead to a simple expression for ¢lesign purposes and is not
considered here.
A conservative estimate for QL is obtained by sUbstituting
Myd = ~end in Eq. 4.36
(4.37)
4.5.3 Channel Section
SUbstituting Q = QL' where QL is as defined by Eq. 4.36,









W '- 3 ( 4. 39b)8 - WI - W2
which are tabulated in Table 11, Eq. 4.38b becomes
(4 .. 40)
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Substituting u l and ~l into Eq. 4.56, the expression for
stress becomes:
(4.41)
Due to the definition of the limiting shear rigidity QL' simul-
taneous yielding at corners 3 and 4 occurs. Hence, considering
the stress at corner 3
y = y = d3
and setting 03 = 0Yd and M = Myd
W (-f")
° = d [M + P 8 1yd Ix yd x w2
or setting
W8(-f")\'1 = 2 1
9 1T
the above equation can be written as
(4.42)
1. =~~ + PxW9 w3 a Myd/Mbend
Mbend Mbend a- e W7(r~p~ + K33FL2)/e~end + MYd/~end
(4.43)
This equation can also be written in the form
where
2 ' . 2






Since both Ych and pare positive j the denominator Ych + p cannot
be zero. Therefore, Eq. 4.44 may be transformed into a quadratic
equation by multiplying both sides by the expression in the de-
nominator.
(4.46)
The positive root is
---:=---- --"
PL = ! [1 - Ych - 0ch + J(l - Ych - 0Ch)2 + 4 Ych ] (4.47)
where the subscript L indicates that Q = QL' Once MYd = PLMbend
is determined, QL can be found us ins Eq. 4.36.
4.5.4 Z-section
The derivation is similar to that of channel section. The




the expression for deflection u1 becomes
I
xy 1'v1W11e






SUbstituting this expression for u l with ~l = 0 as well as
x = x = 0 y = y = d3 3
into Eq. 4.5b to obtain stress cr
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This may be brought into a quadratic of the same form as Eq. 4.46.
The positive root of this equation is
r-.------
P = 1 [1 - y - 0 + JI(l - Y - 0 )2 + 4y
z
]L 2 z z z z (4.533-)
where the subscript L indicates that Q = QL'
Again, once MYd = PLMbend is known, the limiting diaphragm rigi-
dity QL can be found from Eq. 4.35.
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4.6 Discussion of the Approaches
In the preceding sections, formulas for the yield moment Myd
of channel and Z-section purlins have been derived using one term
of the series solution and assuming yielding at corner 3. In
order to obtain a quadratic equation for M, the shear rigidity Q
has been limited to two specific values, namely Q = 00 or Q = QL'
The latter constitutes the lower limit for the useful shear
rigidity of a given purlin. The rotational resistance F is in-
cluded in the design procedure as a parameter. The exceptions are
Z-sections under gravity loading with Q = QL and a = 0, i.e. load-
ed in the web plane where the angle of rotation ¢, happens to be
zero, thus eliminating F from the formulas.
For gravity loading, two formulas giving the upper and lower
limits of practical purlin capacity have been derived using Q =
00 and Q = QL respectively. However, to have matters simple,
only the yield load based on QL is proposed for design use. This
gives the lower limit for the desirable range Q > QL and, at the
same time, it is not too conservative when compared with the case
of maximum value of Q = 00.
In the case of uplift loading, a simplified formula for the
yield moment M d can be obtained when Q = 00. It is safe to usey
this formula also for actual (i.e. finite) shear rigidities.
The safety justifications of the given formula differ for channel
and for Z-sections, as explained below.
The behavior of channel sections under uplift loads is such
that the lateral deflection of the upper flange where the dia-
phragm is connected to the purlin 1s generally negligible.
Hence, the shear rigidity of the diaphragm cannot influence the
yield load capacity of the purlin appreciably. In other words, a
plot of yield load versus Q is almost horizontal. Thus, the
formula for Q = ~ is safe to use also for cases where Q is finite
but reasonable, e.g. Q > QL'
For Z-sections, the shear rigidity does affect the yield
load capacity. However, by a compensating conservative assump-
tion concerning another parameter which also influences the yield
load, one may obtain a safe formula. This parameter is a, that
is,the lateral distance between the point of load application and
the shear center. Uplift loading is transmitted through the
screws which are located near the mid-portion of the flange.
Howeve~, since the yield load capacity is smaller if the loading
is applied at the corners rather than near mid-flange, a conser-
vative estimate of the yield load is obtained by assuming a = O.
This is justified also, because the exact locations of the screws
are neVer known in practice. Incidently, this also simplifies
the formulas for Z-sections. It should be noted that for channel
sections, ~ cannot be assumed zero, because this would mean ap-
plying the load at the shear center.
The lower practical limit for the shear rigidity is QL for
graVity loading~ . For design computations, it is proposed to use
the conservative value QL = WI Mbend/e for uplift as well as for
gravity loading (see Eq. 4.37». This is justified not only be-
cause of simplicity, but also because the same roof generally
must be able to resist both gravity and uplift loading.
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4.7 Discrete Bracing in Addition to the Diaphragm
4.7.1 General
The behavior of channels with discrete bracing is studied and
reported in Ref. 37. Similar studies for Z-sections are in Ref.
42. Diaphragm bracing was not included in those investigations.
In the following, an approximate analysis will be developed for
diaphragm braced channel and Z-section purlins which are addi-
tionally braced at discrete locations between supports.
4.7.2 Theory
In the case of additional discrete bracing, the rotation and
lateral deflection of the pur11n is small. The differential e-
quations can, therefore, be simplified by neglecting the terms
which couple the deflection u and rotation ¢.
When discrete bracing is used, the beam is divided into
smaller sections which have zero rotation at each end. This re-
duces the effect of the term GK due to Saint Venant torsion and
F due to rotational restraint supplied by the diaphragm. Thus,
these terms are neglected in the differential equation which,
incidentally, is conservative.
The shear rigidity of the diaphragm is assumed to be infinite.





Eq. 4.54 can also be written in the form
4 I
EC' £.' <I> = p (a + -!::'1.. e)
W d;q Y Ix (4.55)
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This is analogous to the usual beam differential equation of
bending where
~ corresponds to v
C~ corresponds to Ix
Integrating Eq. 4.55




= P (a +
I
xy e)dzdz
w -2 y Idz x
(4.56a)
(4.56b)
The right hand side of Eq. 4.56a is equal to the torsional moment
while the right hand side of Eq. 4.56b is equal to the simplified
bimoment Bs
". II -~ e)dzMt = -jPyCa+ I
x
r{ I
Bs = -JJ p (a + -ll.. e)dzdzy Ix
Extending the pr e.rious analogy




p (a + I xy e)
Y x
to V
corresponds to P y
Formulas and tables for the bending moment M and sh~ar force V may
also be used for the determination of Bs and Mt as described in
the following section.
4.7.3 The Yield Moment
The stress is
M Bs




From the correspondence between Bs and bending moment 00, Bs
can be calculated. For example, in the case of single midspan
discrete bracing, the analogous system for bending moment is a
two span continuous beam for which the support moment is
1,1 = _ 1 p L2
"8" y 1
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2~where M = 8· and WB is constant depending on the number of
braces (Table 12). Hence
M
a = - Y +Ix C'w (4.61)
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When diaphragm bracing alone was considered, it was pointed out
that yielding usually occurs at corner 3 at midspan (Fig. 6).
This may not be true in the case of additional discrete bracing.
One should find the corner for which the absolute value of p is
the smallest. By substituting the values of w' and y for each
corner, the proper sign of the terms should be used as indicated
on Fig. 6. It should also be noted that I xy has a sign.
In the denominator of Eq. 4.63, the term which is added to
1.0 is the ratio of the stress due to warping to the stress due
to bending. When bending stress dominates, this term has a posi-
tive sign and a value less than unity for the governing corner.
This corner is most likely corner 1 or 2.
4.8 Proposed Design Procedure
4.8.1 Diaphragm Braced Channel and Z-section Beams
a) Use either the explicit computer program, which gives
the yield moment for any values of the diaphragm rigidity para-
meters Q and F, or
b) use the simplified and conservative formulas given be-
c) use an even further simplified procedure if diaphragm
shear rigidity Q and rotational restraint F are larger than set
limits.








If the maximum stress is restricted to a pa~ticular corner in a
localized manner, then raising the nominal failure stress above



























small, no need to compute
2. Gravity Loading
a) Channel Section









ch + M/Mbend W8 e
b) Z-Section















small, no need to compute
4.8.2 Diaphra~m Braced Channel and Z-Section
Beams with Additional Discrete Bracing
Uplift and Gravity Loading
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Note: Find the corner for which the ratio - ~y
is the largest. The most likely corners
are I or 2.
Angle of rotation








4.8.3 Nomenclature for Desi~n Procedure
a = Positive number showing the horizontal distance
between the uniformly distributed line loading
and shear center (Fig. 10).
Cw = Warping constant, defined by Eq. A.28
C~ = Modified warping constant for rigid bracing case,
defined by Eq. 2.15
d = Y3' i.e. distance of the outer fiber at corner 3
from the x-axis
e = Positive number showing the vertical distance be-
tween the shear center and the diaphragm (also be-
tween shear center and the uniformly distributed
loads transmitted by the diaphragm).
F = Rotational restraint provided by the diaphragm
bracing.
IO,IX,Iy,IXY = Moment of inertia.
K33 = Constant defined by Eq. 4.4b (see Table 11).
M = Bending moment
M = The bending capacity of a beam which is guided orbend
braced such that the only possible deformation is
bending in the plane of the load with no rotation
or lateral deflection, defined by Eq. 4.13c
Myd = Bending moment causing start of yielding.
P
x =
Euler buckling load, defined by Eq. 4.12.
Py = Euler buckling load defined by Eq. 4.3c.
P<j> = Defined by Eq. 4.3d.
7Gb
Q = The shear rigidity of the diaphragm bracing.
QL = Limiting shear rigidity, defined at section 4.8.2
r
2
= Defined by Eq. 4.3e
o
Wi (where i = 1,12) = Constants concerning boundary con-
ditions (see Table 11).
WB = A constant concerned with the bimoment at midspan when
there are one or several discrete braces in addition to
diaphragm bracing (see Table 12 :).
x,y = Coordinates of a point.
aChJach = Parameters for channel uplift case.
az,B
z
= Parameters for Z-section uplift case.
v 0 = Parameters for channel gravity case.
I ch' ch
YZ10Z :: Parameters for Z-section gravity case.
p = dimensionless yield load parameter.
O'Yd = Yield stress.
¢> = Angle of rotation
<t>Ch = Angle of rotation at midspan for channel sections.
<t>z :: Angle of rotation at midspan for Z-sections.
w = Warping displacement or sectorial area (see Fig. 6) •




In previous chapters, an elastic theory of diaphragm braced
beams under combined torsion and bending has been presented. Dur-
ing its development, several assumptions and simplifications were
made. To check the theory and to obtain some information on the
behavior of diaphragm braced beams, a number of tests were
performed.
The experimental program consisted of two parts:
1) Model tests
2) Full-scale tests.
In the following, the test set-up and the results will be
presented for both the model and full-scale tests.
5.2 Model Tests
5.2.1 General
Tests were performed to study the effect of the bracing on
channel and Z-section beams under gravity and uplift load condi-
tions. The term "model test" here does not refer to the usual
scaling down of the geometrical configuration. These tests were
not intended to replace the full-scale tests nor to be a prelim-·
inary study for them. The prime objective was to check the theo-
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retical results for the two limiting cases of the diaphragm shear
rigidity, that is, zero (Q = 0) or infinite (Q = 00). An unbraced
beam is represented by Q = 0 (Fig. 59).
The case Q = w is simulated in (Fig. 60) the model test by
bracing either the upper or the lower flanges of two beams lat-
erally against each other (Figs. 60 through 64). The braces were
placed at four discrete locations (Fig. 60). Though the beams were
intended to have the same properties, they were not identical be-
cause of fabrication inaccuracies. Therefore, due to these inac-
curacies, the braced flange of the beam, which is supposed to be
fully restrained laterally, would deflect sideways when this
flange is in compression as in the case of gravity loading.
Such a deflection was prevented by means of some additional ex-
ternal bracing (Figs. 62 through 64). On the other hand, in the
tests where the braced flange was in tension, as in the case of
uplift, no additional bracing was necessary.
5.2.2 Test Specimens
The virgin material for the specimen was hot rolled steel
sheets with a sharp yielding cr - E diagram. The sheets were bent
into channel or Z-shapes by cold forming. Several tension coupons
out of the virgin material were machined to the 3" standard
size. The yield stress values for the model test beams are given
in Table 14.
5.2.3 Test Set-up
Four channel and four Z-section beams, each representing a
different bracing and loading condition, were tested. All speci-
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mens were simply supported.
Loading cases and test numbering as referred to in Figs. l5a









Channel, unbraced, uplift loading
Z-section, unbraced, uplift loading
Channel, rigid bracing j uplift loading
Z-section, rigid bracing, uplift loading
Channel, rigid bracing, gravity loading
Z-section, rigid bracing, gravity loading
Channel, rigid bracing, gravity loading
one discrete brace at midspan, loaded within
elastic range
(b) 5 discrete braces, loaded until failure
Test #8: Z-beam, rigid bracing, downward load
(a) 5 discrete braces, loaded within elastic ranges
(b) one discrete brace at midspan, loaded until failure
5.2.4 Results and Discussion
The horizontal and vertical displacements at midspan were
measured by dial gages. From them, the angle of rotation ¢ and
the shear center deflections u and v were computed. --Here u and
V indicate deflections in the dire~tion of the coordinates ~ and
n of the deflected section. These values agree well with the
theoretical values u and v. Figs. 66 through 71 show the com-
parison of test and theory. The test values for ¢ are in general
somewhat less than the predicted values.
The behavior of channel beams under uplift loading was dis-
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cussed in Chapter 3. It was mentioned that the points where the
diaphragm bracing is attached to the beam have a tendency to
move first in one direction, and then come back to zero and begin
to move in the other direction, under increasing loads. This
was actually observed in Test #1 and is shown in Fig. 66.
The strains have been measured at four to six locations at
midspan by Type A-12 SR-4 strain gages (Gage locations can be
seen on Figs. 72 and 73). At the flange tips, gages also have
been placed on the inside in order to detect any local buckling or
bending during the loading. The sections were dimensioned not to
buckle locally in the elastic range and they did not. Fig. 74
shows the predicted and measured strains at locations 2 and 3.
The agreement is quite satisfactory in the elastic range where
the theory is valid.
The inelastic behavior for the uplift and downward loading
cases was quite different. In the former, the stress distribution
is such that there is tension everyWhere .xcept at the corner of
the web and "compression\l flange. Hence, no local buckling was
possible and failure occurred by yielding. The beams under down-
ward loading failed due to a combination of yielding at the ten-
sion flange and plastic local buckling of the compression flange.
The experimental strain and stress distribution at failure on
the midspan cross-section for tests #1 and #2 are shown on Figs.
72 and 73, respectively. For tests #1 through #4 (uplift loading),
one observes that a plastic hinge was forming at the compression
flange. On the other hand, for tests #5 through #8 (downward
loading), the stresses at the flanges were fairly uniform on the
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flat portions; at the corners, the strains were usually large
enough to develop the increased yield strength due to cold form-
ing. A partial plastification of the web is also observed.
In Table 15 the experimental failure loads in Column (1) are
compared with the following computed ones:
a) Column (2): Incipient yield loads
b) Column (3): Load when 15% overstressing is allowed for
Tests #5 through #8 only
c) Column (4): Yield load assuming the beam to be braced
such that only vertical bending is possible, i.e. Mbend
d) Column (5): The load of column (4) plus the additional
capacity due to increased corner strength
e) Column (6): The load computed from the experimental
stress distribution at failure (which includes the ef-
fects of cold forming and partial plastification of the
web) .
It is seen that the experimental failure loads for Tests #1
through #4 (uplift loads) are closely predicted by criterion (a)
or (b). This may be explained as follows: In the uplift cases,
there is considerable angle of rotation in the elastic range.
Hence, the strains are highly nonlinear, especially at the tip of
the compression flange. A small addition to the load causes large
strains. Therefore, the ultimate load capacity was not much
higher than the incipient yield load. On the other hand, the
beams in the downward load case (Tests #5 and #6) displayed com-
paratively small rotations and the strains were almost linear for
increasing loads. These beams have shown large reserve strength
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beyond the predicted values of criterion (a) or (b), as indicated
in Table 15. Hence, although the theory is valid only in the elas-
tic range, the nonlinearity in the strain-load relationship may
indicate whether or not there is reserve strength in the beam.
However, it is felt that this conclusion cannot be generalized.
In beams with other dimensions and material properties, local
buckling may occur at loads not too much above the incipient
yield load.
Tests #7 and #8 had discrete braces on the tension flange in
addition to the simulated rigid bracing on the compression flange.
The bracing arrangements for these tests are shown on Figs. 63
and 64. The brace at midspan was the most effective, reducing
the angle of rotation of the beam almost to zero (Fig. 65). Ad-
ditional braces were then not of much value for the test beams
since the displacements were probably of the order of the play
present in the braces (No figures are given in series 16 for the
deflection of these tests since they are very small, i.e. ~ « 10 ).
For test beams #7a and #8b with a discrete brace at midspan,
the incipient yield'loads turn out to be somewhat smaller than
that of a beam without that brace. Since the brace at midspan
changes the sign of bimoment and the corresponding warping stres-
ses at the brace location, the maximum stress occurs at the open
side of the tension flange instead of the corner, and incipient
yielding occurs at a lower load. However, local plastification
wipes out this effect and the failure load is of about the same
magnitude as for the beam without the discrete brace (Compare
the experimental failure loads of Tests #6 to #8b).
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Tests #7b and #8b suggest that the main advantage of dis-
crete bracing for downward loading is not that it may increase the
strength of the diaphragm-braced channel and Z-beam, but rather
that the angle of rotation is greatly reduced. For the uplift
loading case also,"the angle of rotation will be reduced by dis-
crete braces (which would now support the compression flange at
one or more points). But when ~ is small, the torsional load due
to ±p(e~) may be insignificant and therefore the difference
between the capacities corresponding to uplift or downward loading
cases diminishes. Hence, discrete bracing may increase the capa-




Full-scale tests were performed to study the behavior of
diaphragm-braced channel and Z-section purlins. Since the theory
was checked for some limiting values of the parameters Q and F in
the model tests, the main purpose of the full-scale tests was
to duplicate the conditions in practice and find out the problems
associated with practical applications.
5.3.2 Specimens
The first specimen was used to develop and improve the test
set-up. SUbsequently, there were three channel and two Z-beam
tests. Each specimen consisted of two purlins, 4' apart (Fig. 78),
braced on one flange by a narrow-rib light gage steel diaphragm
of 26 gage material with 24" cover width, as shown in Fig, 79.
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The panels were connected to the purlins by self-tapping screws
at every valley, resulting in a screw spacing of 8 it • This pro-
vided a diaphragm shear rigidity of Q = 50 kips as determined ex-
perimentally by tIle standard procedure given in Refs. 22 and 23.
Rotational restraint F was determined by the test procedure
described in Appendix D. The values of F ranged from .060 to
.180 in-k/in/rad depending on the position of the screws with
respect to the web. As it was discussed in Section 3.3 in some
detail, the value of F is very sensitive to the position of the
screws. Since in the purlin test specimens, the screws were
placed from the top of the deck panels, as it is the case in
practice, the position of the screws varied considerably, appar-
ently resulting in different rotational restraints in different
test assemblies. Usually effectively different values of Fare
obtained, even for the beams A and B of the same assembly.
Therefore, for comparison on the plots for test results, analyti-
cal computations are given for a range of values of the rotation-
al restraint F, between zero and .180 in-k/in/rad.
The specimens were simply supported. X-bracings were sup-
plied at the supports to prevent any rotation of this cross-
section. 1"The web was stiffened by a 4 plate at the supports
to eliminate web crippling.
The mechanical properties of the steel used to manufacture
the specimens were determined by tension coupon tests on the
material of same heat. The coupons were machined to 3" gage
lengths according to ASTM 370-65. The values of the yield
stress for full-scale test beams are given in Table 14.
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5.3.3 Test Set-up
The test set-ups for gravity and uplift loading cases are
shown on Figures 80 and 81, respectively. The load was applied at
four points on the beams through a wiffle tree. The weight of
the wiffle tree was 800 lbs. The load was applied by a tension
jack coupled to a gravity simulator which was developed at Le-
high University. As can be seen on Figure 82, this device con-
sists of a mechanism which enables the unobstructed sideways
translation of the load with the deflection of the beams. Dur-
ing this translation, no lateral resistance is created and the
load remains almost vertical as long as the lateral displacement
is not too large (say less than 3" for the device used in these
tests). The magnitudes of the loads were measured by a cali-
brated tension bar.
In the case of uplift loading, the load is transmitted to
the web by a rigid piece of channel section in order" to avoid
the distortion of the tension flange which would occur if the
load were applied to the flange directly.






Channel, uplift~ loaded until failure (span = 20 ft)
Z-section, uplift, loaded in the elastic range
(span = 16 ft. 8 in)
Z-section, uplift, one discrete brace at midspan,
loaded until failure (span = 16 ft. 8 in)
Channel, gravity, one discrete brace at midspan,
loaded in the elastic range (span = 20 ft)
Channel, gravity, loaded until failure
(span = 20 ft)
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As can be seen above, identical specimens were used for Tests
#F2 and #F3 as well as for 'Tests #F4 and #P5, except for the
midspan brace.
5.3.4 Results and Discussion
Full-scale tests were helpful in bringing out the signifi-
cance of the rotational restraint of the diaphragm bracing.
This is best demqnstrated in Fig. 83 for Test #Fl. While for
F = 0 the angle qf rotation at midspan would be 160 due to the
mere weight of the wiffle tree, it was limited to 10 at the same
load when the rotational restraint of F = .180 in-k/in/rad. was
considered in the calculations. The latter agrees with the ex-
periments.
Fig. 84 shows the angle of rotation for test #F2. In this
test, the stresses were in the elastic range and the beam was
unloaded at the load of 1700 lb/beam in order to be used in the
subsequent test. Although the tests #Fl and #F2 are not direct-
ly comparable due to differences in the span length, wall thick-
ness of the purlins and the rotational restraint F, their re-
sults support the conclusion that Z-beams generally display less
rotation than channels. In test #F2 J the ,angle of rotation ~
for beams A and B are very close to each other and to the theo-
retical result for F = .060 ki/in/rad. The theoretical predic-
tions corresponding to F = .180 ki/in/rad is also given on this
Figure for comparison.
In addition to the diaphragm bracing, test #F3 had a dis-
crete brace at midspan, providing zero angle of rotation. Fur-
thermore, an additional external restraint was provided to secure
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zero lateral displacement at midspan. The discrete bracing lim-
ited the angle of rotation to values less than 1.50 elsewhere
in the span (Fig. 85).
In test #F4, an assembly of 20 ft. long channel pur1ins
with a discrete brace at midspan in addition to the diaphragm
bracing was tested under gravity loads. This test was terminated
at a total load of 2000 lblbeam before inelastic deformations
occurred. The maximum angle of rotation was less than 20 because
of the discrete brace (Fig. 86).
In test #F5, Fig. 87, the difference between the angle of
rotations belonging to F = 0 and F = .060 to .180 in-k/in/rad.
are again very significant.
In Fig. 88, the stress distribution for test #F4 with dis-
crete brace is shown. As was discussed at the end of Section
4.7.3, the maximum stress for this case occurs at corner 2. On
the other hand, for #F5 without discrete brace, the stress dis-
tribution on the flanges are almost uniform for F = .180 in-k/inl
rad. s as shown in Fig. 89.
It is seen from Figs. 88 and 89 that measured and computed
stresses are in satisfactory agreement. The seeming discrepancy
at high loads for test #F4 (Fig. 88) comes from the fact that
calculated results assume elastic behavior while actual stresses
a~ these high loads were already in the inelastic range. At
these inelastic strains, local flange waving was visible, which





The principal objective of this investigation was to study
the behavior of thin-walled cold formed channel and Z-sections
braced by light gage steel diaphragms.
Though there were previous studies dealing with the behavior
of similar types of elements, none had included the combined ac-
tion of the shear rigidity and rotational restraints by the di-
aphragm bracing. This study established the mathematical back-
ground and gave numerical solutions to include the interactive
effect of the mentioned parameters upon the carrying capacity
of the braced beams.
The solution was computerized so that the included parame-
ters could easily be varied and accurate results could be ob-
tained.
The study proposes practical and fairly simple design form-
ulas. It also includes the additional effect of discrete bracing,
if the diaphragm braced beams were x-·braced or connected to each
other by sag rods.
The theoretical results were verified by model experiments.
Full·-scale specimens were tested to obtain more insight into the
behavior of the braced purlins.
A method was suggested to determine experimentally the ro-
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tational restraint supplied by the diaphragm.
6.2 Conclusions
The following conclusions are based on both the theoretical
and experimental findings:
1. The overall elastic behavior of the diaphragm braced
beams can reasonably be predicted by the given solution of the
differential equation.
2. The model tests showed that the incipient yield load
predicted by the theory generally constitutes a conservative es-
timate of the failure load. This reserve strength depends main-
lyon the plastic local buckling tendency of the compression
flange. For purlins with dimensions as in the full-scale tests,
the reserve strength does not seem to be appreciable.
3. The usefulness of a light gage unbraced purlin is limit-
ed by its low resistance to torsion.
4. Theory and experiments clearly showed that diaphragm
bracing considerably increases the carrying capacity of light
gaged, cold formed purlins.
5. For gravity loading, the shear rigidity of the diaphragm
caused a definite increase in the yield load capacity of both
channel and Z-section beams. For the uplift case however, only
Z-sections showed definite improvement due to shear rigidity.
For channel beams under uplift loading, the load carrying ca-
pacity generally did not increase with the shear rigidity.
6. The rotational restraint F is most effective for channel
sections. For Z-sections, it is helpful only for uplift loading,
provided that Q ~QL'
7. The influence of diaphragm bracing increases with the
increase in beam span length) since the parameters Q and F do not
change with L while the beam stiffness decreases. Ignoring ei-
ther Q or F may lead to results which are too conservative.
8. The computer program based on the series solution of
the differential equation showed that consideration of three
terms was sufficient for quite accurate results.
9. Simplified and conservative design formulas could be
obtained using one term in the series solution.
10. Analytical studies showed that the governing design
stress for channel and Z-sections will occur at the corner be-
tween the web and the lower flange) if the diaphragm bracing has
a shear rigidity above a specified value QL which is a function
of the bending stiffness of the beam.
11. In none of the tests was there a fracture type of
failure. There were also no shear or bearing failures at the
diaphragm attachment locations.
6.3 Recommendations for Further Study
The following recommendations are made for further inves-
tigations:
1. The elastic behavior of the thin-walled sections with
unsymmetrical configurations may be studied.
2. The effect of the different types of connections of di-
aphragm to the beam could be critically examined.
3. Theoretical and experimental work 1s encouraged in order
to study the inelastic behavior of diaphragm braced light gage
sections.
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4. The interaction between the combined torsion and bend-





The theory of nonuniform torsion for the prismatical
beams of thin-walled open sections is based on the following
assumptions:
a) The shape of the section is undeformable. Hence the
displacements in the plane of the cross section for any point
can be described through the translation of a reference point
and the rotation about this point.
b) The shear deformation of the middle surface is ne-
gligible. Hence the angle between the generator of the mid-
ile surface and a cross section is assumed not to change dur-
ing deformation. Since thin-walled beams of open sections
~re very flexible under torsional moments, the contribution
~f shear strains to the deformations are indeed small. In
contrast to this is tubular beams which are geometrically
nany times more rigid than open sections under torsion. Here
Ghe shear deformations might be quite important.
c) Deflections are assumed to be small. Thus
sin ~ = ~ and cos ~ = 1
~on-linear terms in the differential equations have been ne-
~lected.




A right handed coordinate system is adopted. (Fig. 2).
The positive signs of deflections; angles, slopes, curvatures,
forces and moments consistent with this system are described
in Ref. 24 'in detail (Fig. 3). Several sets of coordinates
will be employed. The first set x,y,z will stay fixed in
space in the unloaded position of the beam. The origin of
the coordinates need not be specified at the outset; but later
it will be shown that it is to be chosen at the centroid to
simplify the expressions. The z axis will be taken along the
beam axis. The second set ~~n,~ will be attached to the beam
to deflect with it under load, the ~ axis being tangent to
the deflected axis of the beam. Yet another coordinate sys-
tem is useful in specifying the points in the cross section.
As shown in Fig. 4 a curvilinear orthogonal system sand n
will be established. Note that sand n are in accordance
with the right hand rule.
The deflections in the x, y and z axes directions are u,
v and w. Usually u and v will show the deflection of a speci-
fic reference point with the coordinates x and y. Later we
will see that it is advantageous to choose the shear center
as this reference point. The angle of rotation is ¢. The
deflections in directions of axes sand n are Us and un'
A3 Warping Deformation
Using the first assumption of a rigid cross section we
can find the deflection of any point in the tangential direc-
tion s in terms of the deflections u, v of the reference
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point and ¢. Let uA and VA denote the displacement of point
A in the direction of x and y axes (Figure 4).
uA = U (y-y)¢
VA = v + (x-x)<P
The displacement of A in the direction sis:
(A.I)
(A.2)
Us = -uA sina + VA cosa
= -u sina + v cosa + [(y-y)sina + (x-x)cosa]<p
= -u sina + v cosa + rn<p
where r n is the distance of the reference point to the tan-
gent drawn to the center line of the section at point A. The
angle between this tangent and the y axis is indicated by a.
dW dUS du i + dv d~dS = -az- = -(-dz s na dz cosa +rri ~)





dx = -ds sina







du dv + d<p r
w = - (dZ x + dz Y dz Jr n ds) + W0 (A.8)
(A.9)
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This quantity is called sectorial area in accordance with
Vlasov. SUbstituting w in Eq. A.8 we obtain the longitudi-
nal displacement
w = Wo - (~~ x + ~~ y + ~ w) (A.IO)
The first three terms in Eq. A.IO correspond to the
hypothesis of plane sections remaining plane. The last term
characterizes the warping of the cross section.
A4 Strains and Stresses
If warping and displacements are constant along the beam
and not restrained at the ends, they will cause no stresses.
Otherwise strains and consequently stresses arise. Taking
only the linear terms in the strain displacement relations,
the longitudinal strain is
d"J dwo d 2u d2v d2p
€ = az = dz - (- x + -- y + 2 w)z dz 2 dz 2 dz
Hooke's law states
I v (O'n+O's)
€z = E O'z - E
Assuming 0' = (J = 0,n s
dwo 2 d2v 2(J = E dz - E(d u x + -2 Y + d <P w)z dZ 2 dz dz 2
(A.II)
(A.12)
Now the shear stresses will be determined considering
the equilibrium of an element in the longitudinal direction
(Figure 5)
dads t + dT dz t + Pz ds dz = 0
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dividing by ds dZ,
a(ot) + a(Tt) + p = 0
dZ as Z
Solving this for the shear stress gives
T = -tl [T (z) -1's a~ot) ds -1 s P
z
ds]
o 0 Z 0
(A.13)
(A.14)
For s = 0 we get T = To/t. Hence To/t means the shear stress
at the longitudinal section s = O. Substituting 0 from Eq.
A.12
2
I 1s ,d w0 rs d 3uj sT = f [T (z) - Pz ds - E dA + E --- x dAo 0 dz2 )0 dZ 3 0
+ E d3vls Y dA + E d
3
3
tPl s w dA]





x =rs y dA
.... 0
Qy =f x dA
rS
Q
w =I w dA
·'0






TO(z) 2 E d3u11
S E d Wo +'[ = t - - P ds- t -2- As --Qt z t dz 3 y0 dz
E d3v
+ E d
3p Q (A.20)+ t -3 Qx tdz dz 3 w
If Pz = 0 and there is no shear stress at the free edge, the
shear stress is given as follows:
(A.21)
A5 Stress Resultants
In analyzing beams it is convenient to integrate the
stresses into equivalent internal forces and moments. This
can be done in a systematic manner if we demand the virtual
work of these forces to be equal to that of the stresses.
The corresponding virtual displacements are found when we ex-
amine the kinematical degrees of freedom of the system.
duThere are seven degrees of freedom, namely u, v, ¢, wo ' dz'
dv d¢dz' and dz' because the displacement of any point of the beam
is described uniquely in terms of these quantities (refer
to Eqs. A.l, A.2 and A.IO).
A5.1 Resultants of cr
The degrees of freedom in the longitudinal direction are
du dv d¢
wo ' dz' dz' dz' Setting one of them equal to unity and the
others to zero we obtain the following displacement states
from Eq. A.IO.
Wo = 1, w = 1 (A.22a)
du
=dz -1, w = x (A.22b)
dv _
dz - -1, w= y
d¢ = -1, w = wdz
(A.22c)
(A.22d)
The stress resultants are obtained considering the virtual
work of a dA on these displacements.
N = Ja 1 dA (A.23a)
A
My ::: -fa x dA (A.23b)
A
Mx = fa y dA (A.23c)
A
B = fa w dA (A.23d)
A
SUbstituting a from Eq. A.12, we get
N
dwo J d2u Ix dA - d2v fy dA .. d2rp jw dA)= E(-- dA
- 'dZ 2 dZ 2 dz 2dz A A A A
(A.24a)
dwo Ix d 2u ( d2v· JM = dA + Jx2 dA +E(--
dZ 2






dwo Jy dA - d2u Ix Y dA - d2v Jy2::: E(dZ dz2 dz2 dAA A A
-4 fw y dA)dz A
(A.24c)
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dw 0 J d2u J d2 JB = E(~ w dA - ---2 w x dA - ~ w y dA





Choosing the position of (1) the coordinate axes, and (2)
the reference point (where upon the deflections u and v be-
long) appropriately we may eliminate some of the integrals
in Eqs. A.24. Namely, if the origin of the coordinate axes
is taken at the centroid the following integrals vanish:
Jx dA = 0,
A
Jy dA = 0
A
It can be shown that choosing the reference point at the
shear center we eliminate the following
JwdA = 0, fw x dA = 0, jw Y dA = 0A A A
Let
Ix =J y2 dA
A
I =J x 2 dA
y A
I =Jx y dA
xy A
Cw =Jw2 dAA












= _E(d u I + d v I )




A5.2 Resultants of ~
The stress resultants of the. shear stress will be found
in a similar fashion. The virtual displacements in the direc-
tion tangential to the center line of the cross section are
given by Eq. A.3 with Eqs. A.6, A.7, A.9.
u = 1 ~ u = -sino.s = dx/ds
v = 1 -. Us = coso. = dy/ds
4> = 1 -~ Us = r = dw/ds
Now writing the virtual work of ~tds
V x = ~ (Ttds) dx/ds = ~ Ttdx
V y = ~ (Ttds) dy/ds = i Ttdy
Mtw = ~ (Ttds) dw/ds = LTtdw
substituting ~ from Eq. A.21
d 3u r d 3v JV = E 3 J QydX + E -3
x dz A dz A
d
3
U J d 3v JVy = E ---3 QydY + E ---3dz A dz A
d
3
u 1 d 3v fMtw = E ---3 Qydw + E ---3 Adz A dz
The integrals can be modified using integration by parts.
For example
1QydX = Qyxi { XdQy = o - Jx xdA = -IA Y
l QydY ,. ~= Qyyl JA ydQ = o - Y xdA = -1XYA Y
f Qydw = Qywl
A
- .~ wdQy = 0 - Jw xdA = 0A
Similarly
{ Qxdx = -I ~ Qwdx = 0~. x
l Qxdy = -I ~ Qwdy = 0xy
~ Q dw = 0 JQwdw = -Cx w






= dz 3 - dz 3y
Vy = -E1xy
d3u E I d
3v
-..., -







Comparison of Eqs. A.29b, c and d with Eqs. A.30a, b, and c,
respectively, gives









A5.3 Discussion of Bimoment
The bending moments and shear forces determined in the
previous section are the same as in elementary beam theory
and need no further comment. The bimoment defined in Eq.
A.23d or Eq. A.29d was introduced by Vlasov. (??) It is a bal-
anced force system, statically equivalent to zero. An ex-
ample is shown in Fig. 6a. However, the derivative of bi-
moment with respect to z is a torsional moment namely Mtw
as defined in Eq. A.30c. Mtw is called flexural twist, as
distinguished from Saint Venant twist.
Generally, if a force system (even with zero resultant)
can do work on displacements due to the warping of the cross
section, it causes bimoment in the beam. Bimoment, and con-
sequently flexural twist, may arise under several different
types of loads. Some common examples may be transverse load-
ing outside the shear center, and a single or distributed
torsional moment. More unconventional examples are a longi-
tudinal force applied at a point with non-zero sectorial area
or a single bending moment applied in a plane parallel to the
longitudinal axis at a distance from the shear center. In
the former case B = Pw, hence its sign depends on both P and
w. A tensile force is taken positive. The sign of the w is
determined by the sweeping movement of the radius vector r
(Fig. 4). If r moves from a point with zero sectorial area
to the point in question according to the right hand rule (i.e.,
in counterclockwise direction in a positive cross section),
w is positive. In the latter case B = M a, where a is the
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distance between the shear center and the plane in which M is
acting. The sign convention for this case is as follows:
The bimornent is positive if the moment vector .!VI is pointed
towards the shear center as shown in Figure 7b.
It is very important to distinguish whether a bending
moment arises due to a force couple perpendicular (Fig. 7b)
or parallel (Fig. 7c) to the z axis. The former is what we
meant above as a single bending moment M whose bimoment is
B = Ma. The bimoment for the latter case is found by adding
the bimoments of the single forces. Hence, although the mo-
ment is the same for the cases shown on Figures 7b and ic,
the resulting bimoments have opposite signs. The difference
between these cases is demonstrated more dramatically in
Figure 7d. In one B = 0 whereas in the other B = M'2a.
According to Saint Venant's principle, if a system of
forces is equivalent to zero its effects remain localized.
This is not the case with bimoment. The stresses and deflec-
tions are quite large even at a considerable distance from
the application point of an external bimoment.
A5 4 Stress Resultants in the Deformed State
Thus far the displacements, strains, stresses and stress
resultants have been referred to the undeformed state of the
beam. However, since the differential equations of equili-
brium will be written in the deformed state, we need the cor-
responding stresses and their resultants. ' During deformation,
normal stresses are oriented in the direction of the bent and
twisted fibers of the beam. The shear stresses remain parallel
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f
to the center line of the deflected cross section. The mag-
nitudes of the stresses however can betaken, in a first order, ,
approximation, equal to the ones referred to the undeformed
state. Since the cross section had been assumed rigid, sec-
tional properties will be the same in the deformed and unde-
formed states. That is I~ = Ix,In = I y ' etc. Hence the
stress resultants of the normal stress may be obtained from














dz 2 dz 2






Similarly the shear stress resultants are obtained from
Eqs. A.30
-E I y
d3u E I d
3y




Vn = I --- dz 3xy dZ 3
M = -EC d
3
<j>













A~ Torsional Moment due to a
During torsion every fiber, except the one through the
shear center, is twisted into a helix. Consequently, the
normal stress at a point is no longer parallel to the axis
through the shear center. Let the distance of a point from
the shear center be called r. The component of the normal
stress perpendicular to both r and the shear center axis is
a r _£1
dz
Torsional moment of this stress around the shear center is
Mt = ~ (0 r ~~)dA r =~ ~ 0 r 2 dA (A.36)
where
(A.37)
Substituting a from Eq. A.35 into Eq. A.36
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9:2 [NT; J r 2 M I H1~I Lx r 2 dAMt = dA - n x xydz A A (IXly-IXy2)
+
M~Iy_Hnlxy ly r 2 dA + ~ 1w r 2 dA] (A.38)2(IXIy-I XY ) w A
With r 2 from Eq. A.37, the integrals 'in Eq. A.38 become
I = r r 2 dA (A.39a)0 JA
Hx = ~ y r 2 dA = .~ y(x 2+y2)dA 2XI XY - 2yI (A.39b)x
Hy = J x r 2 dA = r x(x2+y2)dA - 2xI 2YI XY (A.39c)A -'A y
(A.39d)
Hence
d¢ 1 0 Mnlx+Mf;I XY M~I +M I + !L H ]Mt H +
Y n xy H
x= dz (N z: A- 2 (IxI -I 2)(Ixly-IXY ) Y Cw wY xy
or
d<t> 10 I H -I H IXHy-IXyHX HMt = dZ [N~ -- + M Y x xy y - M (IXly-IXy2)
+ B ~JA ~ (I I -I 2) n c~'"x y xy















Note that if I XY = 0
l3 x
Hx 1 ~ y(x 2+y2)dA - 2y= Ix = Ix
H 1 f x(x2+y2)dA -l3 y = -1l..= I y 2xI y A
Furthermore, for singly symmetrical sections like a channel,
if x is the symmetry axis
For point symmetrical sections like a Z-section
For doubly symmetrical sections like an I section
A7 Differential Equat;ons
Eqs. A.32b and c give the differential equations for
bending. For torsion we have to combine Eq. A.33c, Eq. A.40
and the portion carried by Saint Venant torsion. Hence the
differential equations for combined bending and torsion are
as follows:
2 d2vEIxy d ~ + EIx -r-i~dz 2 dz 2 =
2 2
EIy
d u + EIxy
d v _




d 3ep I o depECw --- - (GK + Nr --A + M~a - M a + BB )-- = -M (A.42c)dz 3 ':> e." X n y w dz Z;;
The moments M~, M
n
, and MZ;; are in the direction of the de-
flected axes. In order to determine them, we may first find the
moments at the points on the deflected axis through the shear
center but in the direction of fixed axes x, y, z and then pro-
ject the latter into the ~, n, z;; coordinates. The transforma-
tion formulas are
MS := IVIx + <pM .-
du til (A.43a)y dz z
Mn -¢M + 11
dv (A.43b)= - dz Mzx Y
MZ;; = du M + d~ M + Mz (A.43c)dz x dz Y
To obtain a linear differential equation, we may use N, M ,
x
and My in Eq. A.42c instead of Ns' Mn, and MZ;;'
The bimoment B in Eq. A.42c is unknown at the outset.
Since it is not a statical quantity, it cannot be found directly
from equilibrium equations as can the bending moments. However,
it can be determined approximately, using the differential
equation of torsion and the pertinent boundary conditions.
d4¢ . d2~EC :-4 - GK = m
w dz dz 2 t
where mt indicates the external distributed torsional moments.
SUbstituting B from Eq. A.32d
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Note that the term B8
w
in Eq. A.42c vanishes for doubly and
singly symmetrical sections such as the I and channel, since
8w = O. For point symmetrical sections like the Z, it vanishes
if the bimoment is zero. This is the case, for example, if a Z
beam is under transverse loads through its centroid.
In summary, the normal and shear stresses in a thin-walled
beam of open cross section are
dw d2u d2v d2~
o = E(--2. -
dz 2
x - -y 2 w)dz dz 2 dz
E d3u d3v 3L = -(Q
dz3
+ Q -- + Q 3)t y x dz 3 W dz
(A.12)
(A.2l)
The stress resultants of 0, in the direction of the deflected
coordinates are
dw
N = AE 0 (A.32a)Z;; dz
-E(I XY
d2u + I d
2v (A. 32b)M~ = dz2" -2)x dz
(A.32c)
(A.32d)
The stress resultants of L are
(A.33a)
(A.33b)
d3pfVl tw = -EC 3-W dz
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(A.33c)
The differential equations of combined bending and
torsion are
2 d2vEl d ~ + El
x -M~xy dz 2 dz 2 =




THEORY FOR DIAPHRAGM-BRACED BEAMS
Let the diaphragm be attached to the upper flange of the
beam at point D (XD, YD) as shown on Figure 10. There is no
difficulty in taking the bracing at any other point. The
choice is dictated by practical considerations. The dia-
phragm lies parallel to the x-z plane.
Bl The Forces Between Beam and Diaphragm
In a roof structure external loads are transmitted to
the beam through the diaphragm. Having this practical prob-
lem in mind more general loading cases where additional loads
are applied directly to the beam are not considered.
a) The lateral force Px










where Q is the shear rigidity of the diaphragm contributory
to one of the beams.
The bracing force Px
_ dV
Px - dz
The external loads in the direction of the x axis in the
plane of the diaphragm can be assumed to be carried by the
diaphragm alone) because its rigidity is usually several
times than that of the beam.
b) The vertical force Py
The vertical and horizontal distances of the application
point of Py from the shear center is indicated by two posi-
tive numbers e and a respectively. Downward loading is trans-
ferred from the diaphraem to the beam through bearing. Since
the section may rotate during the loading, for this case, the
contact point may be at the junction of the web and flange
rather than point D. On the other hand up~ift loading is
transmitted by the connectors) hence it acts at the point D.
However, in the derivations and numerical computations in
this report both uplift and downward loading is assumed act-
ing through the web. For Z-sections this means setting a = 0
which brought certain simplifications such as elimination of
B B in Eq. A.42c. This should be taken into account if thisw
assumption is discarded. For channel sections there is no
such complication. One can simply substitute the proper
value of "a" directly into the computer program.
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c) The longitudinal force Rz
There are usually a number of parallel beams braced by the
same panel. The m~dle beams contain only lateral bracing forces.
On the other hand, the edge beams have to supply shear forces to
the diaphragm along the free edge and get thereby axial loads in
addition to the lateral loads. The sign of the axial loading for
the two edge beams are opposite to each other.
p = ± V = + 9(du + eD £1)z w - w dz dz (B.4)
where w is the width of the diaphragm contributory to one of the
beams.
d) Torsional moment mt
m = FA.t '!' (B. 5)
where F is th~ rotational restraint of the diaphragm per unit
length.·
B2 Equilibrium Equations
In the following, nonlinear terms have been ignored. The
effect of longitudinal forces Pz will not be included. Hence,
the equations are valid for the middle beams in an assembly. As
mentioned before, the forces with indices x, y, z are at the
shear center but in the direction of the fixed coordinates.
Bending in x-direction:
(B. 6)






-.X = -vdz x (B.8)
Torsion:
(B.9)
Torsion is due to p ) p and cross-bending rigidity of
x y
the diaphragm. Considering equilibrium along the z axis,
Dividing by dz and using Eqs. B.6 through B.9,
drJI
= ~--! du _ p (e~+a) - p e + F~dz dz Y x D
B3 Differential Equations of Diaphragm-Braced Beams
(B.IO)
The projections of l\1x' My' 1"1z in t;,) nand r;; will be de-
termined by Eqs. A.43. However J the last terms in Eqs. A.43a
and b which indicate the projection of Mz on t;, and n) respec-
tively, will be neglected. (This can be justified by the




dM~ _ d2u M + du dMx dMX du
-- - - -- - - - - p (eq>+a) - p en + F<j>dz dz2 x dz dz dz dz y x
(B.llc)
Differentiating Eqs. A.42a and b twice with respect to z and
using Eqs. B.lla and b we get
(B.12a)
4 4 d2 <j)E d v I + E d u I (Mx<P) = px (B.12b)dz4 xy dZ 4 y + 2dz
dl\!
Now Eq. A.42c will be differentiated once and dZ~ will be sub-
stituted from Eq. B.llc.
EC
w
d4t _ GK d2<j> + ~ [d (M a + B a 'J
:4 2 dz dz x X Widz dz
d 2u
+ Mx dz2- _. pye<j> + F<j> :: pya + PxeD (B.12c)
The vertical deflection can be eliminated from Eqs.
B.12a and b.
d4V Py I XY d4U
~ = EI - -I-~x x z
SUbstituting,
(IXIy-IXy2) d4u d2 IE
dz4
+ -- (Mx<j» + .2X p = PxI dz 2 Ix yx
(B.13)
(B.14a)
I, channel and Z beams:
For I or channel beams a = a = O. For Z beams (3 = 0,x w x
and if there is no primary torsion also B = O. Hence for
our case the corresponding terms in Eq. B.12c will vanish
I09a
(B.14b)
Finally, the bracing force Px from Eq. B.3 will be sub-
stituted into Eqs.
E(I I -I 2) d4






<1> d 2;p 26 Pye<l> ~ F¢--If - GK dz 2 - Q e - -w dz D dz2
+ M d
2u d2u (B.15b)-2 - Q e ---=p ax dz D dz 2 Y
Assuming that px and Py have the same vertical distance from
the shear center
e = eD (B.16)
SUbstituting this and introducing the dimensionless variable
Eqs. B.15 become
2E(1 I -I ) IV
__x.........y--:"x_y U •. Qu" - QecP ll + (Iv! 4»"




= -rxy P L (B.18a)
x y
(B.18b)
where primes denote differentiation with respect to ~.
I09b
B4 Special Cases
The coupled equation system B.18 will be converted to
one differential equation in ¢" for no and rigid bracing
cases.
a) No bracing, i.e. Q = 0
For Q 5 O· '- Eqs. B.18 become
(B.19a)
EC
W epIV _ GKep" _ P eL2ep + M ul! f' FL.2~ ~= P L 2a (B.19b)
L2 y x Y
Eq. B .19a can be integrated twice and solved for u \1
utI =
2
L (-M I ep + I M)
E(I I -I 2) x x xy x
x y xy
(B.20)
Substituting this into Eq. B.19b
EC
2w ct>IV _ GKep" -, (p e +
L Y
= (p a -y (B.21)
Eq. B.2] is a special case of a more general differential
equation given in Ref. 24, if the term with F is excluded.
b) Rigid bracing, i.e., Q = ~
For this case the displacements u and ct> are no longer
independent. Specifically, un = 0 gives
(B.22)

Consider Eqs. B.14. The bracing forces px can be







~rv _ GK~" + F12~ - 1"1 ~"e - (M ~) "e
. x x
I_pye12~ = pyL2(a+rXY e)
x
r r -I 2






Consider Eqs. 2.9. These ar~ linear fourth order
coupled differential equation s with variable coefficients.
Their exact solution is difficult if at all possible.
Galerkin's Method proves to be very powerful in solving such
differential equations approximately.
The displacements u and ~ will be represented by infi-
nite series. A suitable choice is the eigenfunctions of
transverse vibrations of a rod which has the same boundary
conditions as our beam. (After separation of variables, the
partial differential equation of the vibration problem is
reduced to an ordinary differential equation), For trans-
verse and rotational vibrations we have respectively:
uIV A 4u = 0
x





~ = Al sinAzZ:: + A2 cos AZC + A3 sinh Az~ + A4 cosh Azl;
(C.2b)
From the four boundary conditions for each disPlacement,
homogeneous equation systems for the respective coefficients
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III
are obtained. In order to avoid the trivial solution their
determinants are set equal to zero. This results in two
transcendental equations for the eigenvalues A and A which
x z
have an infinite number of roots. Correspondingly there are
an infinite number of eigenfunctions which form an orthogonal
and complete set. For the most important boundary conditions,
the approximate values for eigenvalues and the corresponding
eigenfunctions are given in Ref. 35, Table 33.






Now the Galerkin Method will be applied to Eqs. 2.. 9
X IV - Q XI' J
n n
+ ep [-QeZ " + (M Z )"J Xm dl;;n n x n
m = 1, 2, ... , 00
ECw Z IV _ (GK+Qe 2)ZIIu [M Xli - QeX'l] + '" [ .n x n n ~n --2- n nL
m = 1,2, ... ,00
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For practical computation we can consider of course only








4ZI n z n
Eqs. e.4 may be written in a more compact form
00
L (A un + B $n) = E (e.5a)
n=l mn mn m
00
L (Cmn u + Dmn ¢n) = F (e. 5b)n=l n m
m = 1, 2, ... " Q)
where (12 . 1
Amn =
E(IXIy-I XY ) A 4 I XnXmdZ; - Qr XliX dl; (e.6a)




+ r1B = -Qe J
o




mn = -Qe J X"2 de,; + ( M X"2 dl;n m





4 J 2n ZmdZ; - (GK+Qe 2 ) J 2"2 dl;= L 2 n m
0 02t p 2 Z dl; + FL2fal Z Z d 1;







f1 = PL2 h(Z;;) (C.7a)x
Py = p h(Z;;) (C.7b)
where p is a load parameter and h, h are dimensionless moment
and load distribution functions. 'Then
2E(1 I -I ) 4A
mn =
x y xy A Tl - Q T2I L2 x
x

















where Ti indicate the integrals. Some of the integrals may
be modified by using integration by parts as shown below
Tl =1
1
XnXmd f2 (C.9a)=°nm 0 Xm d
0
=f 1 -f ,IT2 XPX dZ; X'X I X'X'dZ; I X~X~dZ; (C.9b)= = -In m n m n m Jo0
=f 1 1 -fT3 Z"X dZ; =Z'X I 1 Z'X'dZ; = Z~X~dZ;; (C.9c)n m n m - n m0 0
1 11(h Z )lP X dZ; = (h 2n )'X I - (h Z )'X'd~n m m o 0 n m





= Jll (h Zn)'X~d~
(C.ge)
111X ' (h Z ) I - Xn' (h 2m)' d 1;n moo
=-f (h 2 )'X'd~m n (C.9f)
T
7
=[1 ZnZmdr;; 11 2 (C.9g)= 6nm 0 2m dZ;
-'0
=1 1 1 _fl Z'Z'dr = -11T8 2H Z dr; = ZiZ I Z'Z'dr;;(C.9h)n m n m 0 n m ~ n m0 0 ·0
(C.9i)
SUbstituting Ti from Eqs. C.ga through i into Eqs. C.8a
through d, the coefficients become:
2






Qe11 Z'X'dr; PL2l1 (hZ )'X'C1r; (C.IOb)n m n m0Qef (1Cmn = X'Z'dl; - PL 2J
o
(hZ )' X'd r; (C.IOc)n m m n
Dmn
EC
w A 4 o 11 Z 2d r; + (GK+Qe 2)11 Z'Z'dr;= -2-
L z nm 0 m 0 n m
_ pL2e11
1
hZnZmd r; + FL2l ZnZmd r;
0
(c. lad)
Eqs. c.6 or C.IO may be used to compute the coefficients.
From the latter we observe that A and D constitute sym-
mn mn
metrical matrices and B n is the transpose of C . With
m mn
matrix description Eqs. C.5 become
[Cmn]{un} + [DmnJ{~n} = {Fm}
Solving Eq. C.lla for un
u = A -l{E - B <l>n}n mn m mn




[ D C A -1 B ]~ - {F - C A -1 Em} (C.12b)mn - mn mn mn ~n m mn mn
Note that the coefficient matrix in Eq. C.12b is still sym-
metrical since Amn-
l had a congruent transformation. <l>n can
be found from Eq. C.12b. Then sUbstituting back into Eq.
C.12a determines un'
Alternatively one may consider Eqs. C.lla and b as one
system. In that case the coefficient matrix may be defined
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as follows. (Since Cmn = Bnm , this matrix also is sym-
metrical).
r All Bll A12 B12
Cll Dll C12 D12
A21 B21 A22 B22









U2 r= E2 (C.13)
4>2 lF2
Hence the deflection components un and 4>n may be found from
Eqs. C.12 or C.13.
The vertical deflection may be found as follows:
d 2v d 2EI --- = -M + EI ~ (C.14)
x dz 2 x xy dZ~
Integrating twice
(C.15)
where the constants Co and Cl are determined from the boundary
conditions.
If I XY = 0, the vertical deflection is uncoupled from u
and 4>.
Discussion:
The coefficients Amn through Dmn for the unbraced case
may be found by sUbstituting Q = 0 into Eqs. C.12 or C.13.
However, the solution presented in the following section
should converge faster. On the other hand, the coefficients
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for the rigidly braced case cannot be obtained directly from
C.12 or C.13. Dividing both sides of Eqs. C.lla and b by
Q and setting l/Q = 0 does not help either. In that case the
right hand side becomes zero, i.e., E = F = O. For them m
left hand side, inspecting Eqs. c.6 and granting that Xi = Zi
(since the unknowns <p and u are no longer independent because
u = -<pe) it follows that
Amn = e Bmn = e Cmn = e
2 Dmn
SUbstituting these into Eq. C.12b results in
Hence <P
n
remains undetermined. The indeterminancy could be
eliminated if Eqs. C.ll were first solved without substitut-
ing a numerical value for Q. Arranging the determinants Dj




= a j ,0+a j ,lQ+a j ,2Q +.•. +aj,n_lQ
2 n-l nb +b l Q+b 2Q + ....+b lQ +b Qo n- n
where aj and b are some constants. The constant bn is,n n
zero, because it is equal to the following determinant (see
Eq. C.6)
_ (1 X"X dr; _ ell zlIX dr;Jo n m 0 n m
-ell X" Z d r; - - e21
1
Z" Z d r;
o n m 0 n m
This determinant is zero for Xi = Z1' Thus, ~j becomes equal
to the ratio of two polynomials of the same order. If we now
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let Q approach infinity, we get in the limit
a j ,n·-l.
bn- l
A direct solution for the rigid bracing case will be ob-
tained from Eq. B.23 as will be shown in section C3.
C2 Solution for Unbraced Case} i.e., Q = 0
Applying the Galerkin Method to Eq. 2.11, we obtain
. 2
IxMx ' 2
----""2.-' + F)L Z }Z d~
E(IXly-IXY ) .n n
1 .I rvI 2
=1 [p a - xy x ] L 2Z dl';
o Y E(I I -I 2) m
x y xy
ex> 11 ECw Z IV
L ~n 0 {L2 n - GK z~ - (pye +
n=l
(C.16)
m = 1, 2, ... ex>
with Eqs. C.7a and b
(C.17)










EC2W \ 4 2 2Dmn = L A Z T7 - OK TS - pL e T9 + FL T7 TE(l I _ I 2) 10
x y xy
(C.20a)
(C.2Gb)2= pL a T102Fm E(IXIy-IXy2)
and Ti is given in Eqs. C.9 and C.1S.
Hence the angle of rotation is determined in series form
(C.21)
where N is the number of terms considered.
The curvature for the lateral deflection u" is obtained
from Eq. B.20.
u" = (C.22)
Having the curvatures, we are able to determine the normal
stress using Eq. 2.19.
If the lateral and vertical deflections are required
we may follow one of two ways: the first is to integrate Eq.
C.22 twice
u = Co + CIL~ + L2 (-Ix n~-l ~n~JMxZnd~2+Ixyr~Mxd~2)
E(IXIy-IXy2)
(C.23)
However, the functions resulting from these integrations may
be cumbersome. The second way is to apply Galerkin's Method
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also to Eq. B.19a. Then
00 1 E(I I -I 2)
E 1 x Y xy unx
n
IV + (M Z )"..1. X dz:
• 2 x n 't'n m
n=l 0 IxL
I 1
= - xy L21 X dPy m z:Ix 0 . (C.24)
Let
(C.25a)
2Bmn = pL T5
I
E = xy PL2 Tm -y-- 101
x




Note that Arnn is Just a diagonal matrix. Thus, we have also
the lateral deflection in series form.
(C.27)
The vertical deflection can be found from Eq. C.15.
C3 Solution for Ri~id Bracing Case, i.e., Q = 00
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m = 1, 2, ... 00
Let
EC' 4 2 2





= (a + -!Z e)PL2 TI~ 102 (C.30b)
Again the problem is reduced to the solution of an algebraic
equation system.
[Dnm]{epn} = {F }m
Hence the angle of rotation is
N
4> = r ¢n Zn
n=l
The lateral deflection is simply
u = -e¢
The vertical deflection is given by Eq. C.lS.




The expressions for the displacements v, u and ep have
been developed in Sections Cl through C3. They are valid for
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a continuous but arbitrary distribution of p and for ay
number of boundary conditions, which may be different for u,
v and ¢. They can be utilized once the values of the defi-
nite integrals Ti are known. In this section, these inte-
grals will be evaluated for some specific boundary conditions.
For some cases also the coefficients Amn , Bmn , etc. will be
given after -substitution of Ti into them. In the following
the load is taken uniformly distributed. Hence
For similar boundary conditions X = Zn' Hence fromn
Eqs. C.9
Tl = T = T7 9
T2 = T3 = T4 = TS
C4.l Hinged boundary
v = v" = 0
u = u" = 0 at l; = 0, 1
<p = <pI! = 0
















The integrals Ti from Eqs. C.9 and c.18 are evaluated
below
T = T = T = 0 11 sin2 n'ITl;; dl;; = ! 0 (C.37a)1 7 9 nm 0 2 nrn
221 1 22T -- T T T . r i r dr _rn_'IT ~2 3 = 4 = 8 = -m 'IT 0 s~n n'IT? s n rn'IT? ~ = 2 u nm
(C.37b)
-
111 2 1TS = 2 0 [(l;-l; )sin n'ITI;;]"sin m'ITl;; dl;;- 2
_m2'IT 2 1~ - 4 if m = n
4m3n2 2 2 if rn "I n(m -n )
if min
~11 2 2T10 = ~ (l;-I;;) sin n'ITl;; sin m'ITl;; dZ;; .
o
(C.37d)
sin m'ITl; dl; 2= m'IT (C.37f)
111 2 2TI03 = 4 0 (1;;-1;;) sin m'ITl; dZ;;
a) General case
The coefficients were given in Eqs. c.6
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(E(IXly-IXy2) 4 4 2 2
A = ~+ Q ~]tS (C.38a)ron - I L2 2 2 nrn
x
m21T 2 PL 2 2 2 PL 2 4m3nBrnn [Qe (~ + .1)Jc + (l-cnm )= -2- - 2 -2- (m 2_n2 )212 If nrn
(C.38b)
Cmn [Qe
rn21T 2 PL 2 rn 21T 2 ~)]onrn + PL2 4mn3 (l-o nm )= -2- _. ~.(l"'2 +
-2- <m2_n2) 2
(C.38c)
ECw rn47T 4 m27T 2 peL2 2(GK + Qe) FL J6Dtnn = [---+ -2- - 2 +2 2 2 nrnL (C.38d)
where
F = a '?PL
2
m ffi7T
n = 1, 3, 5,. ..
rn = 1, 3, 5, ...
(C.38e)
(C.38f)
For this case [Aron ] and [Dnrn ] are diagonal matrices.
b) No bracing, i.e. Q = 0
The coefficients necessary for ~n (Eqs. C.20)
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Galerkin's Method has been used to solve the differen-
tial equations for the diaphragm braced I, channel or Z
beams and for the two special cases of no bracing and rigid
bracing. The displacements u and ~ have been expressed in
infinite series.
00
u = L unXn1
00





and Zn are chosen to be the eigenfunctions of a vibration
problem with the same boundary conditions as the beam. The
differential equations are converted into algebraic equation
systems of the following form




[Cmn]{Un} + [DmnJ{~n} = {Fm}
2E(IXly - I XY ) A 4
= I L2 x Tl - Q T2
x
Bmn = -Qe T3 + PL
2 T5








I XY 2Em = -Ix pL TIOI
Fm = apL
2 TI02
b) No bracing, i.e. Q = 0
~ {Un} = [AmnJ- l {Em - [Bmn]{~n}}
2
= E(IXIy-IXY ) A 4










. x y xy
(C.20a)
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The integrals Tl through T103 are defined by Eqs. C.9
and c.18. They have been evaluated for simply supported
boundary conditions and uniformly distributed loads in Eqs.
C.37.
APPENDIX D
TEST PROCEDURE FOR THE DETERMINATION OF Flocal
Since the local deformations depend on the connection detail
and on the type of deck panel, it is proposed to find the corre-
sponding rotational restraint Flocal experimentally. A possible
test set-up is shown in Fig. 29. A segment of the purlin is fixed
to a rigid support. One panel width of deck is fastened to the
purlin. At each edge of the panel, an overlap ~imilar to that
in the actual structure is provided. This simulates the con-
tinuous nature of the roof decking. The screws are aligned at
a certain distance from the web.
The rotational deformation is enforced by loading the roof
deck panel by hung weights. At the edge where the weights are
applied, a light stiffening angle parallel to thepurlin seg-
ment is used to obtain a uniform deflection of the end of the
cantilevering panel.
In Fig. 29 3 the panel is extended at both sides of the pur-
lin to provide two possibilities for hanging the weights. When
the weights are hung at the right side as in Fig. 29, the di-
rection of the rotation corresponds to that from uplift loading
of channel purlins. On the other hand~ loading at the left
side would simulate the rotations from gravity loading.
6 , the total deflection of point A (Fig. 30) is mea-exp
sured during testing. 0b) the deflection of point A of the di-
aphragm acting as a cantilever beam, can be calculated from stan-
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dard formulae. Subtracting 0b from ° , deflection 01 1 dueexp oca
to local deformation and hence ~local can be obtained. The
slope of the experimental curve of cantilever moment per unit
width (pl/w) versus ~local gives the value of rotational re-
straint Flocal'
A limited number of such tests were performed on the nar-
row ribbed light-gage steel panel with the dimensions shown on
Fig. 79. The results of such a test cn a panel with screws
placed 1/2 inch from the web is given in Fig. 90.(Since the cor-
ners of the purlin are rounded, the real distance of the screws
from the contact point between the diaphragm and the purlin is
somewhat smaller than 1/2 inch;. This test gave F = .060 in-k/
in/rad. On the other hand, for a distance of 1.0 inch from the
web, the rotational restraint was F = .180 in-k/in/rad.
The test should duplicate the connection detail of the
structure as close as possible. If in the real structure, the
screws are placed randomlys it would be desirable to find Flocal
for two different screw locations, in order to get an idea of
how much F is affected by changing the screw location. If in-
sulation material is used between purlin and diaphragm, the test
should be performed after a certain period of time so that any
loosening in the connections due to creep of the insulation is
accounted for in the determination of F.
The influence of F on the behavior of channel and Z-section
purlins was discussed in Sec. 3.3. Here, it may be noted that
the value of F 1s different for uplift and gravity loads unless
the screws are placed exactly at the middle of the flange. For
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example) F obtained by the test shown on Fig. go presents an al-
ternative test set-up for measuring Fl 1 (of Fig. 29). It isoca
valid only for gravity loading) since the stipulated direction
of the rotation between the purlin and diaphragm is that for the
gravity loading case.
APPENDIX E
FLOW CHART OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
El. General
The overall flow chart is given below. Some of the indi-
vidual blocks of this flow chart are explained subsequently and
some important parameters are defined. In particular, a more
detailed flow chart of the block for determination of the fail-
ure load is presented.









, Nested DO loops for,












Input serves many purposes. These are: (a) Initializa-
tion of some parameters, {b) setting the .limits of the DO loops~
(c) storing the matrices consisting of the values of the defin-
ite integrals due to Galerkin's method~ and (d) reading the dim-
ensions of the cross-section under consideration.
Output consists of several parts: (a) After finding the
failure load for one case~ the stresses and values of some inte-
ger parameters indicating the flow in the program are printed.
(b) After completion of a group of cases for different values of
Q and the span length L) a partial summary is printed which in-
cludes the values of the yield moment as well as the maximum
values of the deformations u and~. (c) A summary table for the
ratio of yield moment to Mbend and the maximum angle of rotation
~ is given for gravity and uplift loading cases. The corner
where the start of yielding occurred is also indicated.
E4. Definitions
The parameters controlling the do loops are
NPRB = Number of cross-sections
NIC = Number of cases concerning
a) The horizontal distance of the load from
the shear center, a = HA
b) The direction of the load, i.e.
rc = 1 for gravity
rc = 2 for uplift
NQF = Number of cases for the rotational rigidity F
IQM = Number of cases for the shear rigidity Q
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IHM = Number of cases for the span length L = HL
Some other important paramters are:
M = MM2/2 = Number of series terms considered for
each displacement component
L = in general, indicates the index of the corner
where stress is equal to O'Yd
L = 7 means cf> = cf>limit while O'i
L = 8 means the attempt to find
unsuccessful
< (1yd
the failure load was
LS = Index of the corner with the largest stress in
absolute value
Parameters MJ and MP are discussed in the next section in ~ome
detail.
E5. Explanation of the Flow Chart for Failure Load Determination
The flow chart for failure load determination is given in
Section E6. Here, some explanation is given to facilitate un-
derstanding of this flow chart.
There are two criteria for failure:
1. The maximum angle of rotation ~ = cf>limit can be speci-
fied (say 30 0 ).
2. The stress at one of the corners in the governing cross-
section is equal to the yield stress.
These criteria may be symbolized as
where
i ~ 1,2, ..•• ,6 for lipped sections
i = 2, •..• ,5 for plain sections
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The failure load is determined by successive approximations,
starting with a first estimate as
-
1 - 8p = 2 Per or P = ±.6 Mbend ~L
whichever is smaller. Per is the approximate critical load ob-
tained by setting the main determinant of the equation system
equal to zero for MM2 = 2 (see Eq. 4.2). The sign of p is posi-
tive for gravity and negative for uplift cases, respectively.
The determination of the failure load proceeds in two
steps:
1. The values of the functions ¢(p) and cri(p) are computed
for at least two pIS, until there is a change of sign in either
¢(p) or in anyone of cri(p). In every cycle, p is decreased or
increased by P, whichever brings p closer to the zero point of
the functions ¢(p) or cri(p). The increment at the beginning is
In the subsequent cycles, however, the value of the increment
is taken as half of that for the previous cycle. Of course, a
limit for the number of cycles is provided. Hence, if there is
no change in the sign of the above mentioned functions within the
set limit, the problem is abandoned and the next case is consid-
ered. This situation arises when the first estimate p and/or
the increment ~p are too large or too small when compared to the
final value Pfail' Hence, the situation may be remedied by sUb-
stituting better estimates for p and ~P.
2. Once a sign change occurs,· the next value of P is found
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by linear interpolation. If the sign change occurs in ai(~)
for one particular value of i = L, linear interpolation is per-
formed only on aL(~)' If the sign change occurs simultaneously
in more than one value of i, the one giving the largest stress
is selected as i = L.
The flow of the program is mainly controlled by the two
integer parameters MJ and MP. The determination of the failure
load proceeds with MJ = 1. The parameter MP determines the de-
tails of the flow.
a) MP = 1: First, check ¢. If ~ < 0 set MP = 5. If ¢ > 0
check a i for i=1, •.• ~6. If a i < ay increase p =
p + op, repeat the cycle. If a i '> a y set MP.~ 2.
b) MP = 5: Check whether there is a change in the sign of ¢
(needed in case entry is not through MP = 1). If
there is none, change the load ~ and repeat. If
there is, set MP = 3.
c) MP = 2: Find the yield load by linear interpolation. Set
MJ = 2.
d) MP = 3: Find the load for ¢ = ¢limit by linear interpolation.
Set MJ = 2.
For MJ = 2, the program skips the parts described above and pro-
ceeds to the determination of stresses.
There is a final checking of the.stresses and the angle of
rotation ¢. If the check is unsatisfactory for ai' then MP = 4
and if it is unsatisfactory for ¢, MP = 5; in addition, MJ = 1
and the control returns to the beginning of the block for fail-
ure load. If the checks are satisfactory, some of the results
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are printed) some of them are stored for the summary table, and
one proceeds to the next case.
For MJ = 3, the whole failure determination part of the
program is bypassed. This can be useful if the deflections and
stresses are sought under a given load (F()r example J under ser-
vice loads obtained by dividing the failure load by a constant).
E6.
Flow Chart for Failure Load Determination
...-_ (Stt l__-r
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by solving Eq. 2.17
Determine
u and P by Eq. 2.16
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(continued on (see page lf2.)
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In Figures 16 through 19 the ratio M/Mbend versus span
length L is plotted where M = pL 2/8 and p is the load causing
failure which was defined as the maximum stress attaining a
value of 1.15 0y' Mbend is the capacity of a beam whose ro-
tations and lateral deflections are eliminated by appropriate
I °bracing, i.e., Mbend = ~ y. Here, the value of M/Mbend at
L = 0 will be computed.
Consider Eq. 2.19. Since we demand that the stress is
equal to 1.15 0y' the bending moment Mx = M must remain fi-
nite as L approaches zero. Next it will be shown that also
un ~n u" cP I!
L2 and L2 (consequently L2 and L2 ) remain finite.
Fl No Bracing Case
From Eq. C.19
where for L = 0







8M a [' 4 ]-l{ }
E----C A T7 Tl02w z
(F.la)
From Eq. c.26
{un} 1 [ ]-1 Em _ L2[B J{cpn}










~~ _ 8 M T 4 -1 }
- -~ {Z"} [A T7J {Tl02L2 - ECw n z
The matrix multiplications lead to one function of~. It
reduces to one number when the value of ~ showing the place
of yielding is substituted. Let
(F.2a)
(F.2b)
The values of Tu and T~ are given in the section E4 for
simply supported boundary condition.
(F.3a)
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u" 8 M(-Ixy ) Tu (F.3b)L2 - - 2E(IXly-IXY )
SUbstituting into Eq. 2. 19




I ° I I 8 Tu(-IXY ) I W 8 Tepx r.1[ 1 + x( xy ) x a]= - x--- Y +-Y Y Ix (IXIy-IXy2) y Cw




for channel I XY = 0
for Z section a = a
1.15
I






The ratio· M is usually the same for downward andMbend
uplift loading cases. (More precisely this is so if for th.~se
loading cases the incipient yielding in the cross section
occurs at the same point or symmetrically located ones in
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reference to the x axis for channels and the centroid for
Z ti ti 1 b th th values of W in-sec ons, respec ve y, ecause en e y
Eq. F.5 and ~ in Eq. F.6 do not change.)
F2 Rigid Bracing Case
From Eq. C.31
where for L = 0
L2 D - EC' A 4 Tmn vv z 7
F = (a +





With Tq> from Eq. F.2a, the curvature is







SUbstituting into Eq. 2.21
M + 8M Icr = w' (a + xy e)Tq>-y r;-Ix C'w
(F.8)
Ix w' I
= M[l + - - (a + _xy e)8T ]C' y I '"w X 'I'
Hence for cr = 1.15 cry
r.1 1.15
= I I I xyI\end 1 + .2 ~ (a + e)8Tep (F.9)C' Y -1-w x




For a channel, I XY = 0,
M 1.15
=~end 1 + Ix w' 8 T</l aCTy
w
For a Z section, a = 0
M 1.15
=
I XY ~Mbend 1 + 8 T41 eC~ yw
(F.IO)
(F.ll)
F3 General Case, i.e., 0 < Q < ~
The ratio M/Mbend for L = 0 and any finite value of Q
is the same as for the unbraced case, because if similar
calculations as above are made the terms involving Q will
vanish as L approaches zero.
F4 The Values of Ttl> and Tn for Simply Supported Boundary
Conditions





For ~ = ~, Eq. F.13 becomes
n = 1, 3, 5, ... ~




SUbstituting Ax = Az = n~ with, T1 = T7 and TIOI = T102 from
Eqs. C.37; the matrices become
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The matrix multiplication gives
4 00 1 2kTu = T~ = -- r (-1)
'I' 'lT 3 1 (2k-l)3 (F.15)
The sum is related to "Riemann's zeta function". Its value
can be found on page 439 of Ref. 3'3. Hence
4 1 (F.16)Tu = T<r> = 'lT 3 ?96895 ~B'
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THE RATIO ~ M OF DIAPHRAGM-BRACED=
bend Mbend
CHANNEL BEAMS POR UPLIFT LOADING \T THEORETICAL
FAILURE
Eo Q/P yhit blh clb 1 4 9 16 1000 L/h
0 .6631 .6920 .7027 .7055 .7065 .7079
80 1/4 1/3 .6131 .6479 .6604 .6637 .6649 .6665
1/2 .6003 .6307 .6418 .6447 .6458 .6472
5
80 0 .5099 .5708 .5908 .5959 .5978 .6004
40 1/2 1/3 .5339 .5627 .5728 .5754 .5764 .5776
40 1/2 .5769 .5831 .5854 .5860 .5862 .5865
0 .6291 .6243 . 6215 .6205 .6201 . .6196
80 1/4 1/3 .6137 .6134 .6130 .6128 .6127 .6126
1/2 .6034 .6039 .6039 .6038 .6038 .6037
10
80 a .5272 .5634 .5762 .5795 .5807 .5824
40 1/2 1/3 .5548 .5680 .5728 .5741 .574.5 .5751
40 1/2 .5886 .5862 .5853 .5850 .5849 .5865
0 .4393 .4432 .4467 .4483 .4491 .4504
80 1/4 1/3 .5365 .5334 .531!l .5304 .5305 .5302
1/2 .5462 .5411 .5380 .5370 .5360 .5361
.5467 .5526
15
80 0 .5353 .5511 .5522 .5532
40 1/2 1/3 .5761 .5733 .5720 .5716 .5714 .5711
40 1/2 .6003 .5892 .5844 .5831 .5825 .5818
TABLE Ie
rrHE POINT OF l'lAXHlUlVl STRESS FOR DIAPHRAGM-BRACED
CHAHNEL-BEAMS AT THEORETICAL FAILURE
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DOWNWARD LOADING UPLIFT LOADING
Q/Py Q/Py
hit b/h c/b a 1 4 to 1000 a 1 4 to 1000 L/h
a 4 3 3 3 3 3
80 1/4 1/3 4 3 3 3 3 3
1/2 4 3 3 3 3 3
5
80 a 4 3 3 3 3 3
40 1/2 1/3 4 3 3 3 3 3
40 1/2 4 3 3
a 5 3 3 3 3 3
80 1/4 1/3 6 3 3 3 3 3
1/2 4 3 3 3 3 3
10
80 a 4 3 3 3 3 3
40 1/2 1/3 4 3 3 3 3 3
40 1/2 4 3 3 3 3 3
a 5 4 3 2 2 2
80 1/4 1/3 6 4 3 3 3 3
1/2 6 4 3 3 3 3
15
80 0 4 3 3 3 3 3
40 1/2 1/3 4 3 3 3 3 3




P M OF DIAPHRAGM-BRACEDTHE RATIO P = M
bend bend
Z-BEAMS FOR DOWtIWARD LOADING AT THEORETICAL
FAILURE
,--- ---, .. _._--_ .. _-_ .._----_.--_._-
1000 -I
Q/P y
hit b/h c/b:] 0 1 4 9 16 Llh
0 .5902 .7565 .7762 .7803 .7818 .7836
80 1/4 1/3 .5561 .6959 .7170 .7216 .7233 .7254
1/2 .5420 .6755 .6974 .7023 .7040 .7063
5
80 0 .4917 .5894 .6064 .6102 .6115 .6133
40 1/2 1/3 .4775 .5726 .5907 .5948 .5962 .5982
40 1/2 .4919 .5845 .6032 .6075 .6091 ..6111
0 .3594 .8568 .8732 .8751 .8757 .8764
80 1/4 1/3 .4577 .7714 .7893 .7922 .7932 .7945
1/2 .4666 .7407 .7595 .7629 .7641 .7655
10
80 0 .4681 .6173 .6334 .6368 .6380 .6395
40 1/2 1/3 .4650 .5948 .6140 .6183 .6198 .6212
40 1/2 .4816 .6022 .6218 .6262 .6277 .6298
0 .2188 .7671 .9669 .9665 .9663 .9662
80 1/4 1/3 .2937 .8653 .8785 .8792 .8793 .8795
1/2 .3314 .8289 .8422 .8433 .8436 .8440
15
80 0 .4198 .6625 .6766 .6792 .6801 .6813
40 1/2 1/3 .4426 .6300 .6509 .6553 .6569 .6589
40 1/2 .4633 .6306 .6514 .6558 .6574 .6595
TABLE 2b
THE RATIO E..__ = M OF DIAPHRAGM-BRACEDPbend Mbend




THE POINT OF MAXIMUM STRESS FOR DIAPHRAGM-BRACED




ANGLE OF ROTATION ~ OF DIAPHRAGM-BRACED
CHANNEL BEAMS FOR DOWNWARD LOADING AT
THEORETICAL FAILURE
c/b h 4 Q/Pyhit b/h 1 9 16 .1000 L/h
0 2.47° 1.54° 1.20° 1.11° 1.08° 1.04°
80 1/4 1/3 1.89° 1.26° 1.01° .95° .93° .90 0
1/2 1.67° 1.14° .93° .88° .86° .83°
5
80 0 1.16 0 .77 0 .63° .59 0 .58° .56°
40 1/2 1/3 .85 0 .58° .49 0 .46° .45° .44°
40 1/2 .69° .50° .42° .40° .40° .39°
0 7.85 0 7 .. 21° 4.21° 3.65° 3.45° 3.21°
80 1/4 1/3 7.83° 5.32° 3.71° 3.36° 3.23° 3.06°
1/2 6.96° 4.77° 3.49° 3.19° 3.09° 2.95°
10
80 0 4.67° 3.09° 2.45° 2.29° 2.23° 2.15°
40 1/2 1/3 3.29° 2.31° 1.90° 1.79° 1.75° 1.70°
40 1/2 2.70° 1.98° 1.66° 1.58° 1.54° 1.50°
0 14.23° 20.15° 9.25° 6.62° 5.87° 5.060
80 1/4 1/3 14.54° 14.29° 7.59° 6.40° 5.95° 5.41°
1/2 13.97° 12.60° 7.32° 6.25° 5.88° 5.43°
80 10.65° 7.15° 5.28° 4.85° 4.69° 4.48°
150
40 1/2 1/3 7.12° 5.14° 4.08° 3.81° 3.71° 3.58°
1/2 5.88° 4.410 3.60° 3.89° 3.31° 3.210
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TABLE 3b
ANGLE OF ROTATION ¢ OF DIAPHRAGM-BRACED
CHANNEL BEAMS FOR UPLIFT LOADING AT
THEORETICAL FAILURE
b Q/Pyhit b/h c/b 0 1 4 9 16 1000 L/h
0
-1.98° -1.50° -1.31° -1. 26° -1.24° -1.22°
80 1/4 1/3 -1. 66° -1.23° -1.06° -1.02° -1.00° - .98°
1/2
-1.51° -1.12° - .97° - .93° - .91° - .89°
5
80 a -1.12° - .76° - .64° - .60° - .59° - .58°40 1/2 1/3 - .82° - .58° - .49° - .46° - .46° - .45°
40 1/2
- .68° - .50° - .43° - .41° - .40° - .39°
a -6.44° -6.07° -5.86° --5.79° -5.77° -5.73°
80 1/4 1/3 -5.47° -4.80° -4.48° -4.38° -4.34° -4.29°
1/2
-5.06° -4.36° -4.03° -3.93° -3.89° -3.84°
10
80 a -4.06° -2.98° -2.58° -2.47° -2.43° -2.37°
40 1/2 1/3 -3.03° --2.25° -1.95° -1.87° -1.84° -1.80°
40 1/2
-2.53° ··1.93° -1.69° -1.63° -1.60° -1.57°
a -11.57° -11.79°-]1.98°-12.06°-12.10°-12.16°
80 1/4 1/3 -11.36° -11.16°-11.04°-11.00°-10.98°-10.96°
1/2 -10.26° -9.92° -9.71° -9.64° -9.62° -9.58°
15
80 0 -8.06° -6.57° -5.93° -5.74° -5.67° -5.57°
40 1/2 1/3 -5.99° -4.83° -4.33° -4.18° -4.13° -4.06°
40 1/2
-5.13° -4.18° -3.77° -3.65° -·3.60° -3.53°
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TABLE Lla
ANGLE OF ROTATION ~ OF DIAPHRAGM-BRACED
Z-BEAMS FOR DOWNWARD LOADING AT THEORETICAL
FAILURE
Q/Py Ihit b/h c/b 0 1 4 9 16 1000 Llh
0 .41 0 - .72 0 - .96 0 -1.02 0 -1.04 0 -1.07 0
80 1/4 1/3 .19 0





.75 0 - .79 0 - .800 - .82 0
5
80 0 .04 0 - .43 0 - .53 0 - .55 0 - .56 0 - .570
40 1/2 1/3 .020
- .33 0 - .41 0 - .420 - .43° - .44°
40 1/2 .010
- .28° - .350 - .36° - ~7° - .38°...)
0 3.60 0 -1. 24 0 -2.85° -3.09° -3.17 0 -3.27°
80 1/4 1/3 2.91° -1.77° -2.72° -2.90 0 -2.97° -3.04°
1/2 2.13° -1.77° -2.59° -2.75° -2.80° -2.88°
10
80 0 1::8° -1.60° -2.01° -2.10° -2.13° -2.180...;
40 1/2 1/3 .25° --1. 25° -1.56° -1.63° -1.66° -1.69°
40 1/2 .18° -1.08° -1. 35° -1.410 -1.44° -1.47°
0 8.34° 6.78° -4.06° -4.75° -4.93° -5.12°
80 1/4 1/3 8.09° - .20° -4.57° -5.03° -5.18° -5.34°
1/2 7.65 0 -1.55° .. 4.56° -4.97° -5.10° -5.26°
80 2.77 0 -3.11° -4.16° -4.37° -4.44°
-4.53 0
150
40 1/2 1/3 1.16° -2.49° -3.25° -3.41° -3.47°
-3.55°
40 1/2 .83° ·-2.20° .-2.85° -3.00° -3.05° -3.12°
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TABLE 4b
ANGLE OF ROTATION ¢ OF DIAPHRAGM-BRACED
Z-BEAMS F'OR UPLIFT LOADING AT THEORETICAL
FAILURE
Q~PY
hit b/h c/b a 1 9 16 1000 L/h
0 .31° .95° 1.15° 1.20 0 1.220 1.250
80 1/4 1/3 .16 0 .74 0 .900 .94 0 .96 0 .98 0
1/2 .120 .66 0 .810 .85 0 .86° .880
5
80 0 .03 0 .45 0 .54° .56° .57° .58°
40 1/2 1/3 .02° .34° .41 0 .43° .44° .45°
40 1/2 .01 0 .29° .35° .37° .38° .38°
0 2.84° 4.70 0 5.51 0 5.72° 5.80° 5.920
80 1/4 1/3 . 1. 83° 3.43 0 4.02° 4.18 0 4.24° 4.33 0
1/2 1.44° 3.00° 3.54° 3.68° 3.74° 3.82°
10
80 0 .47° 1.88° 2.24° 2.32° 2.36° 2.40°
40 1/2 1/3 .22° 1.38° 1.66° 1. 73° 1. 76° 1.79°
40 1/2 .16° 1.17° 1.42° 1.48° 1.51° 1.55°
0 6.45° 9.31° 10.96 11.55° 11.81° 12.18°
80 1/4 1/3 6.36° 9.14° 10.39° 10.77° 10.92° 11.14°
1/2 5.14° 7.83° 8.95° 9.29° 9.43° 9.62°
15
80 0 1.92° 4.51 0 5.27° 5.47° 5.54° 5.64°
40 1/2 1/3 .93° 3.13° 3.75° 3.90° 3.96° 4.04°
40 1/2 .69° 2.65° 3.21° 3.34 0 3.40 0 3.47°
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TABLE 5a
ANGLE OF ROTATION ¢1.67 OF DIAPHRAGM-BRACED
1CHANNEL BEAMS FOR DOWNWARD LOADING AT I:b7
OF THE THEORETICAL FAILURE
Q/Py
hit b/h c/b a 1 4 9 16 1000 Llh
a 1.32° .92° .74° .69° .68° .650
80 1/4 1/3 1.07° .75° .620 .58° .570 .55°
1/2 .96° .68° .57 0 .540 .53° .510
580 a .680 .46° .38° .36° .36° .34°
40 1/2 1/3 .50° .35° .29° .28° .27° .27°
40 1/2 .41° .30° .26° .24 0 .24° .23°
a 3.17° 3.66° 2.68° 2.44° 2.35° 2.23°
80 1/4 1/3 3.51° 3.01° 2.35° 2.17 0 2.12° 2.03°
1/2 3.32° 2.75° 2.19° 2.05° 1.99° 1.92°
10
80 a 2.58° 1.84° 1.500 1.41° 1.380 1.34°
40 1/2 1/3 1.89° 1.38° 1.16° 1.09° 1.07° 1.0 Llo
40 1/2 1.57° 1.19° 1.01° .96° .94° .91°
a 4.20° 6.32° 5.33° 4.50° 4.21° 3.85°
80 1/4 1/3 5.05° 6.30° 4.86° 4.34° 4.15° 3.90°
1/2 5.21° 6.05° 4.62° 4.19° 4.03° 3.83°
4.18° 3.32° 3.10°
1580 a 5.2io 3.01° 2.90°
40 1/2 1/3 3.85° 3.05° 2.52° 2.38° 2.32° 2.25°
40 1/2 3.27° 2.63° 2.21° 2.09° 2.05° 1.99°
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TABLE 5b
ANGLE OF ROTATION ¢1.67 OF DIAPHRAGM-BRACED
CHANNEL BEAMS FOR UPLIFT LOADING AT 1 ~7
OF THE THEORETICAL FAILURE .
Q/Py -:O~~]hit b/h c/b 0 1 4 9 16 Llh
0 .,1.25°
- .89° - .76° - .72° - .71° - .69°80 1/4 1/3 -1.03° - .73° - .62° - .59° - .58° - .5701/2





- .45° - .380 - .36° - .35° - .34040 1/2 1/3
- .50° - .35° - .29° - .28° - .27° - .27040 1/2
-
.41° - .30° - .25° - .24° - .24° - .23°
0
-3.67° -3.13° -2.88° -2.80° -2.77° -2.73°
80 1/4 1/3 -3.38° -2.70° -2.41° -2.33° -2.30° -2.25°
1/2
-3.15° -2.50° -2.22° -2.14° -2.11° -2.07 0
10
80 0
-2.55° -1.77° -1.50° -1.43° -1.40° -1.36°
40 1/2 1/3 -1.67° -1.34° -1.15° -1.10° -1.08° -1.05°
40 1/2 -~1. 55° -1.15° -1.00° - .96° - .94° - .92°
0
--4.96° -4.78° -4.71° -4.70° -4.69° -4.69°
80 1/4 1/3 -5.76° -5.25° -4.98° -4.89° -4.86° -4.810
1/2
-5.58° -4.98° -4.67° -4.58° .. 4.54° -4.49 0
15
80 0 -5.11° -3.80° -3.30° -3.16° -3.11° -3.04°
40 1/2 1/3
-3.73° -2.85° -2.49° -2.40° -2.36° -2.31°
40 1/2
-3.17° -2.48° -2.19° -2.11° -2.08° -2.03°
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TABLE 6a
ANGLE OF ROTATION ~1.67 OF DIAPHRAGM-BRACED
Z-BEAMS FOR DOWNWARD LOADING AT 1167 OF
THE THEORETICAL FAILURE ·
------,
Q/Py IhIt blh clb 0 1 4 9 16 1000 Llh
0 .13° - .47° - .61° - .64° - .65° - .67°
80 1/4 1/3 .06° - .40 0 - .510 - .530 - .54° - .55 0
1/2 .05° - .36 0 - .46° - .48° - .49° - .50 0
5
80 0 .01° - .26° - .32° - .33° - .34° - .34°
40 1/2 1/3 .010 - .20° - .25° - .26 0 - .260 - .26°40 1/2 .00 0 - .17 0 - .21° - .22° - .22° - .23°
0 .86° -1.27° -2.02° -2.16° -2.21° -2.27 0
80 1/4 1/3 .79° -1.32 0 -1.83° -1.94° -1.98° -2.02°
1/2 .62° -1.26° -1.710 -1.80° -1.84° -1.88°
10
80 0 .19 0 -1.01° -1.26 0 -1.31° -1.33° -1.36°
40 1/2 1/3 .09° - .77 0 - .96° -1.00° -1.01° -1.03°
40 1/2 .06° - .66° - .82° - .86° - .88° - .89°
0 1.51° - .780 -3.28° -3.66° -3.77 0 -3.91°
80 1/4 1/3 1.66° -1.760 -3.40° -3.66°
-3.75° -3.86°
1/2 1.67° -1.98° -3.30° -3.54° -3.62°
-3.72°
80 .83° -2.12° -2.72° -2.84° -2.88°
150
-2.94°
40 1/2 1/3 .39° -1.610 -2.05° -2.15° -2.19° -2.23°
40 1/2 .28° -1.40° -1.78° -1.87° -1.90° ·'1.94°
TABLE 6b
ANGLE OF ROTATION ~1.67 OF DIAPHRAGM-BRACED
1Z-BEAMS FOR UPLIFT LOADING AT I7b7 OF THE
THEORETICAL FAILURE
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Q/Py 100;0 Ih/t-b/h cZb 0 1 4 9 16 L/h
0 .120 .530 .650 .68° .69 0 .71°
80 1/4 1/3 .06° .420 .520 .55° .56° .570
1/2 .04° .38° .47° .49° .500 .51°
5
80 0 .010 .26° .32° .33° .34° .35°
40 1/2 1/3 .010 .20° .25° .26° .26° .27°
40 1/2 .00° .17° .210 .22° .22° .23°
0 .980 2.10° 2.56° 2.69° 2.74 0 2.81°
80 1/4 1/3 .66 0 1.72° 2.08° 2.18° 2.21° 2.27°
1/2 .53° 1. 55° 1.880 1.97° 2.01° 2.05°
10
80 0 .17° 1.07° 1.28° 1.340 1.36° 1,38°
40 1/2 1/3 .080 .80° .97° 1.01° 1.03° 1.050
40 1/2 .060 .68° .83° .87° .880 .90°
0 1.93° 3.36° 4.14° 4.42° 4.54° 4.720
80 1/4 1/3 2.03° 3.68° 4.40° 4.63° 4.72° 4.8S61/2 1.72° 3.38° 4.06° 4.27° 4.350 4,4 °
15
80 0 .71° 2.39° 2.86° 2.98° 3.02° 3.08°
40 1/2 1/3 .34° 1.74° 2.12° 2.21° 2.25° 2.30°






CHANNEL BEAMS FOR DOWNWARD LOADING
AT THEORETICAL FAILURE
Q/P y
hit b/h c/b a 1 4 9 16 1000 L/h
80 a .711 .936 .980 .991 .995 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 .766 .944 .982 .992 .995 1.0
80 1/2 .799 .951 .984 .993 .996 1.0
5
80 a .970 .940 .981 .991 .995 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 .887 .968 .990 .995 .997 1.0
lW 1/2 .956 .990 .997 .998 .999 1.0
80 a .369 .855 .963 .984 .991 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 .528 .896 .970 .986 .992 1.0
80 1/2 .590 .913 .974 .988 .993 1.0
10
80 a .689 .926 .97'7 .989 .994 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 .830 .966 .989 .995 .997 1.0
40 1/2 .903 .989 .996 .998 .999 1.0
80 a .218 .592 .928 .973 .986 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 .311 .746 .946 .977 .987 1.0
80 1/2 .367 .806 .953 .979 .989 1.0
.897 .969 .986
15
80 a .555 .992 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 .745 .961 .985 .994 .997 1.0
40 1/2 .825 .985 .995 .998 .999 1.0
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TABLE 7b
THE RATIO P/Poo FOR DIAPHRAGM-BRACEDCHANNEL BEAMS FOR UPLIFT LOADING AT
THEORETICAL FAILURE
j
Q/Py lhIt b/h c/b 0 1 4 9 16 1000 Llh
0 .937 .978 .993 .997 .998 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 .920 .972 .991 .996 .998 1.0
1/2 .927 .974 .992 .996 .998 1.0
5
80 0 .849 .951 .984 .993 .995 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 .924 .974 .992 .996 .998 1.0
40 1/2 .984 .994 .998 .999 .999 1.0
0 1.015 1.007 1.003 1.001 1.001 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 1.002 1.001 1.001 1.000 1 ~·OOO 1.0
1/2 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.0
10
80 0 .095 .967 .989 .995 .997 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 .965 .988 .996 .998 .999 1.0
40 1/2 1.007 1.003 1.001 1.000 1.000 1.0
0 .975 .984 .992 .995 .997 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 1.012 1.006 1.002 1.001 1.001 1.0
1/2 1.020 1.009 1.003 1.002 1.001 1.0
15
80 0 .968 .988 .996 .998 .999 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 1.009 1.004 1.002 1.001 1.001 1.0











h/t b/h c/b 1 4 9 16 1000 L/h
80 a .753 .965 .990 .996 .998 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 .767 .959 .988 .995 .997 1.0
80 1/2 .767 .956
.987 .994 .997 1.0
5
80 a .802 .961 .989 .995 .997 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 .798 .957 .987 .994 .997 1.0
40 1/2 .805 .956 .987 .994 .997 1.0
80 a .410 .978 .996 .998 .999 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 .576 .971 .993 .997 .998 1.0
80 1/2 .609 .967 .992 .997 .998 1.0
10
80 a .732 .965 .990 .995 .998 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 .747 .957 .988 .994 .997 1.0
40 1/2 .765 .956 .987 .994 .997 1.0
80 a .226 .794 1.001 1.000 1.000 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 .334 .984 .999 1.000 1.000 1.0
80 1/2 .393 .982 .998 .999 .999 1.0
80 .616 .998
15
a .972 .993 .997 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 .672 .956 .988 .995 .997 1.0
40 1/2 .702 .956 .988 .994 .997 1.0
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TABLE 8b
THE RATIO PIP FOR DIAPHRAGM-BRACED
Z-BEAMS FOR U~LIFT LOADING AT
THEORETICAL FAILURE
[-~--- -~.Q/p;:----:---- 16 ,
1000 I LlhhIt blh clb
0 .839 .947' .983 .992 .995 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 .821 .947 .983 .992 .995 1.0
1/2 .813 .945 .983 .992 .995 1.0
5
80 0 .822 .957 .987 .994 .997 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 .811 .954 .986 .994 .997 1.0
40 1/2 .815 .954 .986 .994 .996 1.0
0 .758 .897 .964 .982 .990 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 .797 .921 .972 .986 .992 1.0
1/2 .793 .923 .973 .987 .992 1.0
10
80 0 .816 .949 .984 .993 .996 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 .796 .945 .983 .992 .996 1.0
40 1/2 .802 .947 .983 .992 .996 1.0
0 .705 .840 .928 .962 .977 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 .755 .883 .952 .976 .986 1.0
1/2 .756 .889 .956 .978 .987 1.0
15
80 0 .803 .936 .979 .990 .994 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 .773 .930 .977 .989 .994 1.0
40 1/2 .783 .934 .979 .990 .994 1.0
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TABLE 9a
THE RATIO ¢/¢~ FOR DIAPHRAGM-BRACED
CHANNEL BEAMS FOR DOWNWARD LOADING
AT THEORETICAL FAILURE
I
Q/Py ]hIt b/h c/b : . a 1 4 9 16 1006 L/h
80 a 2.366 1.481 1.150 1.069 1.039 1.000
80 1/4 1/3 2.113 1.401 1.129 1.060 1.034 1.000
80 1/2 2.003 1.370 1.120 1.056 1.032 1.000
5
80 0 2.069 1.362 1.118 1.055 . 1.031 1.000
40 1/2 1/3 1.915 1.322 1.107 1.050 1.028 1.000
40 1/2 1.787 1.289 1.097 1.046 1.026 1.000
80 a 2.447 2.248 1.313 1.137 1.076 1.000
80 1/4 1/3 2.559 1.739 1.213 1.096 1.054 1.000
80 1/2 2.364 1.619 1.185 1.085 1.047 1.000
10
80 0 2.175 1.437 1.139 1.064 1.036 1.000
40 1/2 1/3 1.935 1.360 1.118 1.055 1.031 1.000
40 1/2 1.799 1.319 1.106 1.050 1.028 1.000
80 a 2.815 3.988 1.830 1.309 1.162 1.000
80 1/4 1/3 2.689 2.644 1.435 1.183 1.100 1.000
80 1/2 2.573 2.322 1.349 1.151 1.084 1.000
1.181 1.083 1.047
15
80 0 2.379 1.599 1.000
40 1/2 1/3 1.988 1.435 1.138 1.064 1.036 1.000
40 1/2 1.834 1.377 1.122 1.057 1.032 1.000
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TABLE 9b
THE RATIO ~/¢ FOR DIAPHRAGM-BRACED
CHANNEL BEAMSooFOR UPLIFT LOADING AT
THEORETICAL FAILURE
Q/P Y ~hit b/h c/b 0 1 4 9 16 1000 Llh
0 1.626 1.233 1.080 1.038 1.022 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 1.709 1.257 1.088 1.041 1.024 1.0
1/2 1. 698 1. 255 1.087 1.041 1.024 1.0
5
80 0 1.946 1.317 1.105 1.050 1.028 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 1.848 1.296 1.099 1.047 1.027 1.0
40 1/2 1.738 1.268 1.091 1.043 1.025 1.0
0 1.123 1.059 1.023 1.011 1.006 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 1.273 1.119 1.044 1.021 1.012 1.0
1/2 1.317 1.136 1.050 1.024 1.014 1.0
10
80 0 1.713 1.257 1. 088 1.041 1.024 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 1.684 1.252 1.086 1.041 1.023 1.0
40 1/2 1.614 1.233 1.081 1.038 1.022 1.0
0 .951 .970 .985 .991 .995 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 1.036 1.019 1.007 1.004 1.002 1.0
1/2 1.071 1.035 1.014 1.007 1.004 1.0
15
80 a 1.447 1.179 1.064 1.030 1.017 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 1.475 1.191 1.067 1.032 1.018 1.0
40 1/2 1. 450 1.183 1.065 1.031 1.018 1.0
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TABLE lOa
THE RATIO ~/¢oo FOR DIAPHRAGM-BRACED
Z-BEAMS FOR DOWNWARD LOADING AT
THEORETICAL FAILURE
I Q/P
c7b1 yhIt blh 0 1 4 9 If; 1000 Llh!
80 0
- .388 .679 .907 .958 .976 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 - .214 .707 .913 .960 .978 1.0




.064 .760 .929 .968 .982 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 - .038 .759 .929 .967 .981 1.0
40 1/2 _. .031 .750 .925 .966 . .980 1.0
80 0 -1.101 .381 .872 .946 .971 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 - .957 .580 .894 .954 .974 1.0




.265 .736 .925 .966 .981 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 - .149 .739 .923 .965 .980 1.0
40 1/2 - .121 .734 .921 .964 .980 1.0
80 0 -1.628 -1. 323 .971 .928 .963 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 -1.515 .037 .855 .942 .969 1.0
80 1/2 -1.454 .294 .868 .945 .970 1.0
80 .611 .687 .917 .963 15a - .979 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 - .327 .702 .915 .962 .978 1.0
40 1/2 - .266 .704 .914 .961 .978 1.0
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TABLE lOb
THE RATIO ~/~oo FOR DIAPHRAGM-BRACED
Z-BEAMS FOR UPLIFT LOADING AT
THEORETICAL FAILURE
I Q/Py J
hit blh c/b I a 1 4 9 16 1000 I L/h!
a .252 .762 .922 .963 .979 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 .166 .754 .921 .963 .979 1.0
1/2 .138 .751 .921 .963 .979 1.0
5
80 a .059 .771 .931 .968 .982 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 .036 .766 .929 .967 .982 1.0
40 1/2 .029 .757 .926 .966 .981 1.0
a .481 .794 .931 .966 .981 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 .423 .793 .928 .965 .980 1.0
1/2 .376 .785 .926 .965 .980 1.0
10
80 a .196 .783 .932 .968 .982 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 .125 .769 .928 .967 .981 1.0
40 1/2 .105 .760 .925 .965 .980 1.0
a .528 .764 .900 .948 .969 1.0
80 1/4 1/3 .571 .821 .932 .967 .981 1.0
1/2 .535 .814 .932 .967 .981 1.0
15
80 a .341 .799 .934 .969 .982 1.0
40 1/2 1/3 .231 .774 .927 .966 .980 1.0





A1 ~ (1 rr
2
.869. - YT 1~' = + _.. ) ='1 2 3rr
K11 = 1 L=W2 = .S10K33 = 1 rr 2
K33 = 1/rr
2 W·" = 32 = 1.0323
'IT 3
hT = 1.078 \AI = 17.02 H10 = 1.1S0"4 7
Ws = 1.112 Ws = 17.57 \'ill = 1.1S7




\VB = -.25 for one brace at middle
W -.10 for two braces L= - af';artB 3
VI = -.036 for three braces *apartB
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TABLE 13































Found by standard coupon tests
** Tensile yield stress calculated with formulas given in
3.1.1 of Ref. 1
TABLE 14
r1ATERIAL PROPERTIES OF FULL-SCALE
TEST BEAMS
* *Test No. Yield Stress Ultimate Strength
ksi
Fl 52.0 70.5
F2 & F3 59.0 80.0
F4 & F5 51.0 70.0
* Found by standard tension coupon test
TABLE 15
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL FAILURE LOADS pL WITH THE PREDICTIONS (pounds)
1 2 3 4 5 6
Test No. Exp. pL for pL for pL for pL for pL for
Failure O'max=0' 0' =1.150' M =M Mbendw.inc.cor.st. 0'Load y max y max bend exp
* * (c)* * *(~)- ~-- - %- --- (b) % % (d) % (e) %-----~ --
#1 700 615 -12.1 635 - 9.4 - ---
#2 420 379 - 9.8 402 - 4.3
#3 830 670 -19.2 700 -15.6
#4 610 580 ~ 4.8 608 - 0.1
#5 1440 980 -32.0 1140 -21.0 1198 -16.9 1278 -11.4 1432 - 0.5
#6 1500 960 -36.0 1110 -26.0 1200 -20.0 1300 -13.4 1440 - 4.0
#7a -- 887 --- 1025 -- 1200 1290
,f17b 1550 1200 -22.6 1380
-11.0 1200 -22.6 1290 -16.8 1480 - 4.5
fl8a -- 1205 1385 1205 1313
fl8b 1450 855 41.0 985 -32.1 1205 1313 -17.0 1480 + 2.0




Figure 2: Coordinate Axes, Deflections u, v, •
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.. P o-p 0-0
Fiqure 7c: Bimoment of a couple consisting of forces
parallel to the z-axis of the beam
B - l:Pi~i - Pbh
B-MaB-(Pd)a
rigure 7b: Bime.ent of a couple const1tinq of
forces perpendicular to the I-axis of the be..
Fique 7a: A force system constituting only a biMOment
Flqure 7d: Comparison of billlOments of tvo equal couples, one
of thea arisinq due to forces parallel to the z-
axis where •• the other due to force. perpendicular









Piqure!h Rotation of Pur!!n lIDd Diaphraga
P1g. 8 Shear Forces 1n the Dlaphra~ lIDd
the Lateral Bracing Force Px
s. c. 'i.C.I
,
nQ. 10 Notation tor the point ot application ot load
.J3S~




1 2 3 5
p;u
v
PleUra 12. Mld-apan rotation. veraus pL up to theoretical




Plaure 13. .Lateral deflection u veraus pL up to theoretical tallure






P1gure 111. M1dspan rotation • versus pL up to theoret1cal fa11ure





Pigure 15. Laterai deflect10n u versus pL up to theoret1cal failure
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.2 .2 ---- IIfIU. > 10"
---. > 10"IIIaJt
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I • I I. T. (.)
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L (.)
Fro.16 r.olllparison or the III)lII!nt M"hen stress J"'!ache. 1.lS cr.
. 7
vith pl!lc! l'K)~nt vh..n twist is restrained "beM
Gravity load. Challl¥l
no. 11 Colaparison or the lIDNent ~ when stress reaches 1.1S cry




























no. 18 CoIIparlllOn or the ftDlIIl!nt M when str~ss reaoh"s 1.15 1
with l1eld \lIO..,nt when twilt il reltrained ~ncS
Grarltl Load, z-.eotion
- - - lu.x > 10·
~tt. Z-aectlon
rro. 19 ColllpAJ'ison or the JW:)..,nt !f w~n IItr'elll reaches 1.15 cr,















Figure 20: (a) Fo~ce Components at Shear Center for
Unbraced Channel due to vertical
Uplift.
Px (-) (-) (-) (+) (-) (+)~--==-~
4 5 4 5 4 5
-r - Px~ \ px(e-a,)Px
e
- ..;- + -rot + ~-j
-...
s.C. 3 2
(-) (-) (-) (+) (+). (-)
(A' ) (B' ) (C' )
~
a
Figure 20: . (b) Force Components at Shear Center due·











































































FigUA 21. Stre.s Distribution at Failure




Stress Distribution at F~ilure






















no. ~ CoIiIparison of the _nt, 1I,.when atre.. reaohe. 1.1'07
with field _nt when twin 18 restrained, "Mill'
fenuB Vp" e:rarltT load, channel
FlO. a COIlpar1eon of the .-ent , II, 1Iben stre•• rellChe. 1.tS 07
with field _nt when t.vin 18 re~ra1ned , "Mill •













rIO.26 (lolIIparilOn or t.he maent • M. when stres. naches I.ISO',
vtt.h J1eld IIIOlIIent when t.wist. 11 restrained. !\ell! •
"rsUl Q/" • apUft. Z-seot.lon '
8642~
"
rIG.2S COIIpar1sonor t.he .-nt. M. when stress reaches 1.1S<J'7
vtt.h J1eld _nt. when tvtst 11 restrained. !\ell! •
yel'lWl '1/', •erlritT. z-eeotion
IL IL
p. ~ • 1 c. 0 p.h ,.. 6'
1-
b 1 ~.~b • 1 ~·i Ii • 1/"Ii 1/"
b 1 c
~ • 0
h • 1j' - . 0b
.5
O. 1. II. jy 1. 4. jy
channel. gravity Z-sectlon. gravity
Plgure 27 The ratio ~ versus Q at theoretical tallurePi"














Pig. 28 The ratio t: versus ~ at theoret~oal failure
• y








'WF. W -W 'Wi
_ 1- _1 _
1+ +1
Test Set-up for Determination of Fl 1oca
(The rotation for this particular arrangement
corresponds to uplift loading case of Channels)
oloc
.'." .
Figure 30: Deflections of Point A












II --- - -hIt
~ ~
"(a) . (b) (c)
Gravity Loadinq Uplift Loadinq
Figure 311 Direction·of Rotationan4 respective Force
Couples created between Diaphragm and Purlin
Channel section (bendinq deforBation8 of
diaphra~ not shown).
Piqure 321 Direction of Rotation and resPective Porce
Couples created be~ Diaphra~ and









































Figure 334: The ratio M /R d versus the rotational restraint
. -lben
F for various values of the shear rigidity Q. The
geometrical parameters are:
L b 1 c bn· IS "n· T ' ~ •. 4 , t· 20
Figure 33b The ratio~ versus the rotational restraint F
'bend
tor yarious values or the shear rigidity Q. The
geoaetrical paraaeters are
L . b 1 c 1 b
n• 15. h·" D·" t • 20
L. Channel Section
Orult, Loading
























The ratio K /Mbend versus the rotational re-
strain~ F -for various values of the shear
rigidity 0 •. The geometrical parameters are:
L b 1 c bh· 30 , h· i ' b· .4 , t· 20·
Figure 3_.b. The ratio MI~end versus the rotational restraint
p tor .arious .alues ot the shear rlsldltl Q.
Thesea-etrlcal par..eters are:
L b 1 0 1 b~ • 30. h·" i·" r • 20
Q • •
Q. 2~






























10 :15 .;0 • F
.15 .30
Figure 35a: The ra~fo M /"bend versus the rotational re-
straint ~ for various values of the shear
rigidity O. The geometrical parameters are:
L b 1 C bIi • 45 , Ii • t ' b· .4 , t • 20
Pigure 35.b The ratio MlMbend versus the rotational restraint
P tor various values ot the shear rigiditl Q.
The geometrical parameters are:




"beno h L. Z-section, gravity loading
1 hl' -If"" • L. Z-Seetlon, OraYlt1 LoadIngl.ol- 1.0




.6 .6 l Q • • Corner 3
.5 I
Q • 2QL Corner 3
.5L Q • Q
Corner"
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F o~ ! I (k1/In1rad]
0 .15 .30 .15 .30
Figure 36a: The J;atio M /"bend versus the rotational re-
strai~t F for various values of the shear
rigidity 0. The geometrical parameters Are:
L b 1 c bn • 15 'n· i ' ~ •.• , t ~ 20
Pigure 36.b. The ratio MlMbend versus the rotational restraint
F tor yarlous Yalues ot the shear rigidit1 Q.
The"geoaetrlcal parameters are:
L b 1 c 1 b
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Fiqure 37a: The ratio M /"bend versus the rotational re-
.train~· F for various values of the shear
rigidity Q. The geometrical parameters are:
L b 1 c bh • 30 , h • 4 ' b· .4 , t -20
Pigure 37.b. The rat~o ~end versus the rotational restraint
P tor various values of the shear rigiditl Q.
The sea.etrleal par..eters are:


































T ~c L. Z-.cction. occoity loedinoh










l.0t:-- _< ' C __
M
"bend
Fiqure 38a: 'l'tle ratio M '"bend versus the rotational re-
straint F for various values of the shear
rigidity O. The qeometrical parameters are:
L b 1 c bn - 45 , n - i ' D - .4 , £ - 20
'leure 38b The ratio KI~.nd versus the rotational restraint ,
ror variOus values or the shear rlsldlt, Q. The
seo..trlc.l par...ters are





































----- load at mid-flange












Figure 39a The ratio M1~end versus the rotational restraint F
for varIous values of the shear rigidity Q. The
Figure 39b The ratio M/~end ve~sus the rotational restraint P
tor various values ot the shear rigidity Q. The
geometrical parameters are
L b 1 c • bh • 15, b • l' b • .~O, t • 20
geometrical parameters are
L b 1 c 1 bh • 15, h • 2' b • 2' r • 20
Figure lIoa ·The ratio M1~end versus the rotational restraint F







----load In the plane
of web
F






















Figure 1I0b The ratio M/~end versus the rotational restraint P
for various values or the shear rigidity Q. The
F
load 1n the plane of web
load at mid-flange
.30
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load in the plane of
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"bendL. Channel, uplift loading





















Figure lila The ratio M/Mbe~d versus the rotational restraint F
tor various values of the shear rigidity Q. The
geometrical parameters are
L b 1 c h bh • 115, h • ~, b • .~o. t • 20
Figure IIlb The ratio M/~end versus the rotational restraint P
tor various values of the shear rigidity Q. The
geometrical parameters are
L b 1 c 1 b
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Plgure _2.a. 'The ratio MlMbend versus the rotational
restraint P tor various values ot the shear
rlgldltl Q. The geometrical parameters are:
L b 1 c b
h • 15. h • 4' b· .-. t • ~O
Plgure "2.b. The ratio MlMb~nd versus the rotational restraInt
, tor various values or the shear rIcIdltl Q.
The geo.etrical par..eters are:
L b. 1 c 1 bfi • 15. fi • ~, ~ • ,. t • 20







F' L. Z-Section, Uplift Loading MMbend ~-lTS ch . ~
1 t L. Z-Section, Uplift Loading
Pigure "3.a. The ratio M/Mbend versus the rotational
restraint P for various values of the shear
rigidity' Q. The geometrical parameters are:







The ratio M/Mbend versus the rotational restraint
P for various values of the shear rigidity Q.
The geometrical parameters are:

















































r~ cTh Q • •1 t IQa'"L
The ratio MlMbend versus the rotational re8traint
r for variou8 values or the shear rigidity Q.
The geometrical parameters are:










The ratio ~endversus the rotational restraint
p ror various' values or the shear rigidity Q.
The geometrical parameter8 are:
































rlCj\ln 45al Angle of Rotation • at mid-span versus the
rotational resistance F of the diaphra~ at
inCipient yield load lay. 46 kail for varioua
valueS of the shear riqldity O.
L b 1 c bh • 15 , h • i . b •. 4 • t • lO
Pigure 1I5.b. Angle of Rotation • at _ldspan versus the
rotational restraint P of the diaphra~ at
Incipient yield load (0 • 116 kal) for various
val",.. of the .ahear rigIdity Q.













1 t L. Channel, Gravlt, Loadlng





Figure 46a: Angle of Rotation. at mid-span versus the
rot~tional resistance F of the diaphra~ at
incip~ent yield load (Or . 46 kai) for various
values of the shear rig dity Q.
L b 1 c b~ • 30 , n • f ' D· .4 , t· 20
Plgure _6.b. Angle ot Rot~tlon • at sld-lpan veraua the
rotational reatralnt P ot tht dlaphrac- at
Incipient 11.1d load (0, • '6 kll) tor
varloua valuea ot the ahear rl11dlt, Q.
L b 1 c 1 bh • 30, h·" i ~ ,. t • 20
p
[ki/in/rad]





Angle of Rotation • at mid-span versus the
rotational restraint F of the diaphragm at
incipient yield load (0 • ,,6 ksi) for
various values ot the s~ear rigidity Q.












Angle of Rotation • at mid-span versus the
rotational resistance F of the diaphragm at
incipient yield load (o¥ • 46 ksil for various
values of the shear ri9~dity Q.
L b 1 c bn· 45 , n = i ' b· .4 , t • 20
I I I


































F1CItU"e48a: Angle of Rotation at Mid-span versus the
rotational resistance F of the diaphragm at
incipient yield load cay = 46 ksi) for various
values of the shear riq1dity Q.
L b 1 c b~ • 15 , ~ = .4 ' b - .4 , t· 2Q
Figure _Sb Angle of rotation • at midspan versus the rotational
restraint P of the diaphragm at incipient yield load
Cay. 46 ksi) for. various values of the shear rigidity Q
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1 rT' L. Z-••ctlon. gra.1t,h craYlt,1 t \ h20° L \ 1
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Figure 50a. Angle of robation • at midspan versus the rotational
resistance P of the diaphragm at incipient yield load
(Oy - 46 ksi)' for various values of the Bhear rigidityQ. .
L b 1 c b
Ii - 45. Ii - t. Ii - .-. t - 20
"igure 50b Angle of rotation • at midspan verSUB the rotational
restraint P of the diaphragm at incipient yield load
(Oy. _6 kBi) for,various valueB of the shear rigidityQ.

































Figure 49a: Angle of Rotation • at mid-span versus the
rotational resistance F of the diaphra~ at
inciptent yield load (ay - 46 kai) for various
values ~f the shear rigIdity O.
L b 1 c bft - 30 , h -i ' b - .4 , t ~ 28
P1sure -9b A~le or ro~&tlon • at aidspan yersus the rotational
restraint F or the diaphrasa at incipient ,leld load
(0, - _6kal) rer v&rloua Yalues or the shear ristd1tl Q
L b I 0 I bh - ]0. 6 - ,. E·" t - 20
..
•
JFf'lh L. Channel. uplift loading
•
_30 0
Hif}' Lipped channel.uplift loading
_20 0 load at mid flange _20 0 - load at midflanp;e
Angle of rotation • at midspan versus the rotational
restraint P of the diaphragm at incipient yield load
(Oy • 46 ksi) for various values of the shear rigidity
'l.
Angle or rotation • at midspan versus the rotational
restraint F of the-diaphragm at incipient yield load
(0 • 46 ksi) for various values of the shear rigidity
'l.Y
P


























L b 1 c b
h - 15. h - ,. b - .40. t - 20 L b 1 c 1 bJi • 15. h • l' b • 2' t • 20
b____ load in mid
flange













-- load at .id-Clange
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Angle or rotation • at midspan versus the rotational
restraint F or the diaphragm at incipient yield load
COy - 46 ksi) r?r various values or the shear rigidityQ.







Angle or rotation • at midspan versus the rotational
restraint F at the diaphragm at incipient yield load
Co • 46 ksi) ror various values or the ahear risidityQ.Y
L b 1 c 1 bh - 30, h • 2' b - l' t • 20



















-- loael at aid-flange
---load in the plane ot web
.15o




Pigure 53a Angle of rotation • at midspan versus the rotational
restraint F 6f the diaphragm at incipient yield ~oad
(a y - 46 ksi) ,for various values ot the shear rigidityQ.
Pigure 53b Angl! ot rotatIon +.at midspan versus the rotational
restraint P of the'dl.phragm at incIpient yield load(a • _6 ksl) tor variou8 value8 of the shear rigidityQ.'
L ~ b 1 c bn - ~5. n - q. b - .11. t - 20 L " b 1 c 1 bn· 5. h - ,. b - ,. t - 20










Pigure 5_.b. Angle ot Rotation. at mid-apan veraua the
rotational restra~nt P ot the diaphrap at
Inclp1en~ 11eld load Co • 46 kaI) tor
varIous ~a1uea or the a~ear rigIdIt, Q.
L ~ 1 0 1 bh - 15, h - ~. b'- ~. t • 20
[kl/ln/rad] P
.30
F~re 54.a. Angle pf kotStlO~ • at mid-span ver~us the
rotatlbna~r&stra1ntF of the d1aphragm at
inclpient~11e1d load COy. 46 ksI) tor various
values of the shear r1g1d1ty Q.

















Tf' •• T "0 f T I I eh301m 1 hLipped Z-Seetlon. Uplift ! .l..t L. Z-Seetlon, Uplift LoadingLoading
Plgure 55.a. Angle of rotation • at mid-span versus the
rotational restraint F of the diaphragm at
Inclplent yleld load (Oy • _6 ksl) tor various
values ot the shear rlg1dlty Q.
L b 1 e bh • 30. h • ,. b • .-. t • 20
Figure 55.b. Angle ot rotation. at mid-span versus the
. rotational restraint P of the diaphragm at
Incipient yleld load (0 • _6 ksl) tor
various values ot the s~ear rlgldity Q.
L b 1 'c 1 bh • 30, h • ~, b • ~, t • 20









Pigure 56.a. Angle of rotation •. at mid-span versus the
rotational restraint P or the diaphragm at
inci~ient yield load (ay • ~6 ksi) tor various
values or the shear rigIdity Q.
L b 1 c. ~ bh • ~5'h • ~. b •• ~. t • 20
Pigure 56.b. Angle of rotat1on • at mid-span versus the
rotational restraint P or the d1aphragm at
incipient yield load (a • "6 ksi) for
various values of the s~ear rigidity Q.











Pigure 57: Yield Moment Hyd versus 0 and F
(a qualitative example)
The circled numbers refer to the corners
of the purl in section where incipient
yielding occurs first.
Figure 58: The qualitative stress distribution in
channel and Z section due to deformations
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Figure 61: Detail showing the Load Application and Bracing Simulation
in Test 4.
Test 5 and 7
I 1" 1" 1".. ·1· I individualbracings







placement of the braced
(symmetrical) purlin
set-up







Figure 62: Bracing Detail in Tests 5 through 8
IFiqure 63: Overall Bracinq of the Set-up in Tests 7 A and B with pre~
tensioned wires.
Test 8-A




wire Section a - a
3"
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Pigure 67a: Comparison of theoretical and experimental results for the
angle of rotation • at midspan.
Uplift loading, Q • 0
Test f2














.1" .2- .3" ••" .S- .,- .7" .8- .,- 1.0" 1.1"
Pigure 67b: Comparison of theoretical and experilllental resul's for the
deflection. u and v.















Figure 68a: Comparison of theoretical and test results for ~.






















.1· .2· .3· .4· .S· .6· .7· .8· .9· 1.0·
Figure 68b: Comparison of theoretical and test results for u.
















Fiqure 69: Comparison of theoretical and test results for ••









10 11 12 1]987
experimental
o • • rigidly braced channel section
6
Test 5; theoretical and e~perimental














































Figure 71: Test 6; theoretical and experimental
results for rotation angle ••
100

















































Figure 73: Strain and Stress Distribution at Midspan During Failure.
pI (lbs)
Uplift loading
Gage 1 and 2
300






---- theoretical VI P100
1'1 PI
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Figure 74: 'rest 2; Strain Measurements at Gages 1, 2 and 3.
Figure 75. Full scale test for channel purlins under downward loading.
Figure 76. Full scale test for channel purlins under uplift loading.

3" self tapping screw1j
1/4"
7" Beam A B
.082"
3/4"
t·5" 4 ' ·1+





Figure 79 Deck Panel used in the Full scale Tests






Pigure 80 Test set-up for gravity loading
I I
..c fa..
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1 . T
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Pleure 81 Test set-up' for uplift loading
~






















II the vittle tree




























Figure 83 Angle ot rotation • at midspan for Test 'PI
L. Channel. up)ift loading
Pigure 8_ Angle ot rotation • at midspan tor Test 'P2






















Pigure 85 Angle or Rotation at i. ~ and it ror Test IP3.
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Pigure 88 Strain distribution tor Teat IPa at aidspan
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Pigure 89 Stra1n d1str1bution tor Teat IP5 at midspan
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Pl«ure 90 Te.~ tor deter-1natlon ot P
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